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WEIGHTED SURFACE ALGEBRAS
KARIN ERDMANN AND ANDRZEJ SKOWRON´SKI
Abstract. A finite-dimensional algebra A over an algebraically closed field
K is called periodic if it is periodic under the action of the syzygy operator
in the category of A-A-bimodules. The periodic algebras are self-injective and
occurred naturally in the study of tame blocks of group algebras, actions of
finite groups on spheres, hypersurface singularities of finite Cohen-Macaulay
type, and Jacobian algebras of quivers with potentials. Recently, the tame
periodic algebras of polynomial growth have been classified and it is natural
to attempt to classify all tame periodic algebras. We introduce the weighted
surface algebras of triangulated surfaces with arbitrarily oriented triangles and
describe their basic properties. In particular, we prove that all these algebras,
except the singular tetrahedral algebras, are symmetric tame periodic alge-
bras of period 4. Moreover, we describe the socle deformations of the weighted
surface algebras and prove that all these algebras are also symmetric tame
periodic algebras of period 4. The main results of this paper form an impor-
tant step towards a classification of all periodic symmetric tame algebras of
non-polynomial growth, and lead to a complete description of all algebras of
generalized quaternion type with 2-regular Gabriel quivers [37].
Keywords: Syzygy, Periodic algebra, Self-injective algebra, Surface algebra,
Tame algebra
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1. Introduction and the main results
Throughout this paper, K will denote a fixed algebraically closed field. By
an algebra we mean an associative finite-dimensional K-algebra with an identity.
For an algebra A, we denote by modA the category of finite-dimensional right A-
modules and by D the standard duality HomK(−,K) on modA. An algebra A
is called self-injective if AA is injective in modA, or equivalently, the projective
modules in modA are injective. A prominent class of self-injective algebras is
formed by the symmetric algebras A for which there exists an associative, non-
degenerate symmetric K-bilinear form (−,−) : A×A→ K. Classical examples of
symmetric algebras are provided by the blocks of group algebras of finite groups and
the Hecke algebras of finite Coxeter groups. In fact, any algebra A is the quotient
algebra of its trivial extension algebra T(A) = A ⋉ D(A), which is a symmetric
algebra. Two self-injective algebras A and Λ are said to be socle equivalent if the
quotient algebras A/ soc(A) and Λ/ soc(Λ) are isomorphic.
From the remarkable Tame and Wild Theorem of Drozd (see [17, 23]) the class of
algebras over K may be divided into two disjoint classes. The first class consists of
the tame algebras for which the indecomposable modules occur in each dimension
d in a finite number of discrete and a finite number of one-parameter families. The
The research was supported by the research grant DEC-2011/02/A/ST1/00216 of the National
Science Center Poland.
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second class is formed by the wild algebras whose representation theory comprises
the representation theories of all algebras over K. Accordingly, we may realistically
hope to classify the indecomposable finite-dimensional modules only for the tame
algebras. Among the tame algebras we may distinguish the representation-finite
algebras, having only finitely many isomorphism classes of indecomposable modules,
for which the representation theory is rather well understood. On the other hand,
the representation theory of arbitrary tame algebras is still only emerging. The
most accessible ones amongst the tame algebras are algebras of polynomial growth
[74] for which the number of one-parameter families of indecomposable modules in
each dimension d is bounded by dm, for some positive integer m (depending only
on the algebra).
Let A be an algebra. Given a moduleM in modA, its syzygy is defined to be the
kernel ΩA(M) of a minimal projective cover of M in modA. The syzygy operator
ΩA is a very important tool to construct modules in modA and relate them. For A
self-injective, it induces an equivalence of the stable module category modA, and
its inverse is the shift of a triangulated structure on modA [49]. A module M in
modA is said to be periodic if ΩnA(M)
∼= M for some n ≥ 1, and if so the minimal
such n is called the period of M . The action of ΩA on modA can effect the algebra
structure of A. For example, if all simple modules in modA are periodic, then A is a
self-injective algebra. Sometimes one can even recover the algebra A and its module
category from the action of ΩA. For example, the self-injective Nakayama algebras
are precisely the algebras A for which Ω2A permutes the isomorphism classes of
simple modules in modA. An algebra A is defined to be periodic if it is periodic
viewed as a module over the enveloping algebra Ae = Aop ⊗K A, or equivalently,
as an A-A-bimodule. It is known that if A is a periodic algebra of period n then
for any indecomposable non-projective module M in modA the syzygy ΩnA(M) is
isomorphic to M .
Finding or possibly classifying periodic algebras is an important problem. It
is very interesting because of connections with group theory, topology, singularity
theory and cluster algebras. Periodicity of an algebra, and its period, are invariant
under derived equivalences [71] (see also [34]). Therefore, to study periodic algebras
we may assume that the algebras are basic and indecomposable.
Preprojective algebras of Dynkin type are periodic and their periods divide 6
(see [4, 40]). They belong to a larger class of periodic algebras, the deformed
preprojective algebras of generalized Dynkin type (see [5, 34]). With the exception
of few small cases, all these algebras are wild (see [33]). Preprojective algebras of
Dynkin type occur in other contexts, in particular they are the stable Auslander
algebras of the categories of maximal Cohen-Macaulay of the Kleinian 2-dimensional
hypersurface singularities (see [2, 3]). We refer to [4, 13, 25] for periodicity results
on the stable Auslander algebras of arbitrary hypersurface singularities of finite
Cohen-Macaulay type. It would be interesting to understand connections between
the stable Auslander algebras of hypersurface singularities of finite Cohen-Macaulay
type and the deformed mesh algebras of generalized Dynkin type introduced in [34].
For the simple plane curve singularities of Dynkin type An this was clarified in [6, 7].
In [24] Dugas proved that every representation-finite self-injective algebra, with-
out simple blocks, is a periodic algebra, this extended partial results from [12, 30,
31, 34] to the general case. We note that, by general theory (see [76, Section 3]),
a basic, indecomposable, non-simple, symmetric algebra A is representation-finite
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if and only if A is socle equivalent to an algebra T(B)G of invariants of the triv-
ial extension algebra T(B) of a tilted algebra B of Dynkin type with respect to
free action of a finite cyclic group G. Moreover, there are representation-finite
indecomposable symmetric algebras of arbitrary large period (see [12]). Recently,
the representation-infinite, indecomposable, periodic algebras of polynomial growth
were classified by Bia lkowski, Erdmann and Skowron´ski in [8] (see also [75, 76]). In
particular, it follows from [8] (see also [9, 10, 11, 75] and [76, Section 5]) that ev-
ery basic, indecomposable, representation-infinite periodic tame symmetric algebra
of polynomial growth is socle equivalent to an algebra T(B)G of invariants of the
trivial extension algebra T(B) of a tubular algebra B of tubular type (2, 2, 2, 2),
(3, 3, 3), (2, 4, 4), (2, 3, 6) (introduced by Ringel [72]) with respect to free action of
a finite cyclic group G. Then one knows that there is a common bound of the peri-
ods of all representation-infinite indecomposable symmetric algebras of polynomial
growth (see [8]).
It would be interesting to classify all indecomposable periodic symmetric tame
algebras of non-polynomial growth. We ask whether the following might hold.
Problem. Let A be an indecomposable symmetric tame algebra of non-polynomial
growth for which all simple modules in modA are periodic. Is it true that A is a
periodic algebra of period 4?
Motivated by known properties of blocks with generalized quaternion defect
groups in the group algebras of finite groups, Erdmann introduced and investi-
gated in [27, 28, 29] the algebras of quaternion type, being the indecomposable,
representation-infinite tame symmetric algebras A with non-singular Cartan ma-
trix CA for which every indecomposable non-projective module in modA is periodic
of period dividing 4. In particular, Erdmann proved that every algebra A of quater-
nion type has at most 3 non-isomorphic simple modules and its basic algebra is iso-
morphic to an algebra belonging to 12 families of symmetric representation-infinite
algebras defined by quivers and relations. Subsequently it has been proved in [53]
(see also [66] for the polynomial growth cases) that all these algebras are tame, and
are in fact periodic of period 4 (see [8, 33]). In particular it shows that a finite
group G is periodic with respect to the group cohomology H∗(G,Z) if and only if
all blocks with non-trivial defect groups of its group algebras KG over an arbitrary
algebraically closed field K are periodic algebras. By the famous result of Swan
[79] periodic groups can be characterized as the finite groups acting freely on finite
CW-complexes homotopically equivalent to spheres (see [34, Section 4] for more de-
tails). Some of the algebras of quaternion type occur as endomorphism algebras of
cluster tilting objects in the stable categories of maximal Cohen-Macaulay modules
over odd-dimensional isolated hypersurface singularities (see [14, Section 7]).
New interesting families of tame symmetric algebras with all indecomposable
non-projective finite-dimensional modules periodic of period dividing 4 appeared
surprisingly in the theory of cluster algebras. In [19, 20], Derksen, Weyman and
Zelevinsky introduced quivers with potentials and the associated Jacobian algebras,
and established links between the theory of cluster algebras (invented by Fomin and
Zelevinsky [43]) and the representation theory of algebras. On the other hand, in
the beautiful paper [42], Fomin, Shapiro and Thurston associated to each bordered
surface with marked points a cluster algebra, each of whose exchange matrices is
defined in terms of the signed adjacencies between the arcs of an ideal triangulation
of the surface, and such that the flips of triangulations correspond to the mutations
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of the associated skew-symmetric matrices (equivalently, mutations of the associ-
ated quivers). In particular, a wide class of 2-acyclic quivers of finite mutation
type has been exhibited in [42]. Moreover, Felikson, Shapiro and Tumarkin proved
in [41] that there are only 11 mutation equivalence classes of 2-acyclic quivers of
finite mutation type not coming from triangulations of marked surfaces. Further,
in [59] Labardini-Fragoso associated a quiver with potential to any ideal triangu-
lation of a surface with marked points in such a way that flips of triangulations
correspond to mutations of the associated quivers with potentials. Finally, Lad-
kani proved in [60] that the Jacobian algebras associated to ideal triangulations of
surfaces with empty boundary and punctures and Labardini-Fragoso potentials are
finite-dimensional tame symmetric algebras with singular Cartan matrices. More-
over, Valdivieso-Dı´az proved in [80] that the stable Auslander-Reiten quivers of
these Jacobian algebras consist of stable tubes of ranks 1 and 2. In particular, this
showed that the list of tame symmetric algebras with periodic module categories
announced in Theorem 6.2 of our article [34] (and hence also in [76, Theorem 8.7])
is not complete. In fact, this omission was pointed to us first by S. Ladkani.
The aim of this paper is to introduce a more general class of algebras, called
weighted surface algebras, and describe their basic properties. In this paper, by a
surface we mean a connected, compact, 2-dimensional real manifold S, orientable or
non-orientable, with or without boundary. Then S admits a structure of a finite 2-
dimensional triangular cell complex, and hence a triangulation. We say that (S, ~T )
is a directed triangulated surface if S is a surface, T is a triangulation of S with
at least 3 pairwise different edges, and ~T is an arbitrary choice of orientations of
the triangles in T . To such (S, ~T ) we associate a triangulation quiver (Q(S, ~T ), f),
where Q(S, ~T ) is a 2-regular quiver, that is every vertex is a source and target
of exactly two arrows. The vertices of this quiver are the edges of T , and f is a
permutation of the arrows in Q(S, ~T ) reflecting the orientation ~T of triangles in
T . Since Q(S, ~T ) is 2-regular there is a second permutation, denoted by g, of the
arrows of Q(S, ~T ). If O(g) is the set of g-orbits of arrows in Q(S, ~T ), we will define
two functions m• : O(g) → N
∗ and c• : O(g) → K
∗, called weight and parameter
functions. Then the weighted surface algebra Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) will be defined as a
quotient algebra KQ(S, ~T )/I(S, ~T ,m•, c•) of the path algebra KQ(S, ~T ) of Q(S, ~T )
over K by an admissible ideal I(S, ~T ,m•, c•) of KQ(S, ~T ). Certain algebras of this
form which are defined via the tetrahedral triangulation of the sphere, play a special
role, we call these tetrahedral algebras.
The following two theorems describe basic properties of the weighted surface
algebras.
Theorem 1.1. Let Λ = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra over an alge-
braically closed field K. Then the following statements hold:
(i) Λ is a representation-infinite tame symmetric algebra.
(ii) Λ is of polynomial growth if and only if Λ is a non-singular tetrahedral algebra.
Theorem 1.2. Let Λ = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra over an alge-
braically closed field K. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) All simple modules in modΛ are periodic of period 4.
(ii) Λ is a periodic algebra of period 4.
(iii) Λ is not a singular tetrahedral algebra.
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We would like to mention that the periodicity of module categories modΛ of
weighted surface (triangulation) algebras different from a singular tetrahedral alge-
bra, was established independently using cluster theory methods (see [63, 80]). But
we want stress that the periodicity of algebras established in the above theorem is
a much stronger property that the periodicity of its module category. For example,
the periodicity of an algebra implies the periodicity of its Hochschild cohomology.
Moreover, we provide a self-contained proof of the above theorem, presenting ex-
plicit constructions of periodic bimodule resolutions of the considered algebras (see
Section 7).
We obtain the following direct consequence of the above theorems and the main
result of [26] (see also Theorem 2.5).
Corollary 1.3. Let Λ = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra over an
algebraically closed field K, with the Grothendieck group K0(Λ) of rank at least 4.
Then the Cartan matrix CΛ of Λ is singular.
Let (S, ~T ) be a directed triangulated surface, and m•, c• weight and parame-
ter functions of (Q(S, ~T ), f). Assume that the boundary ∂S of S is not empty.
Then we may consider a border function b• : ∂(Q(S, ~T ), f) → K on the set
∂(Q(S, ~T ), f) of vertices of Q(S, ~T ) corresponding to the boundary edges of the
triangulation T of S, and the associated socle deformed weighted surface alge-
bra Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•, b•) = KQ(S, ~T )/I(S, ~T ,m•, c•, b•), where I(S, ~T ,m•, c•, b•) is
an admissible ideal of KQ(S, ~T ) such that Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•, b•) is socle equivalent to
Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•).
The following theorem is the third main result of the paper.
Theorem 1.4. Let A be a basic, indecomposable, symmetric algebra over an alge-
braically closed field K. Assume that A is socle equivalent but not isomorphic to a
weighted surface algebra Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•). Then the following statements hold:
(i) The surface S has non-empty boundary.
(ii) K is of characteristic 2.
(iii) A is isomorphic to a socle deformed weighted surface algebra Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•, b•).
(iv) The Cartan matrix CA of A is singular.
(v) A is a tame algebra of non-polynomial growth.
(vi) A is a periodic algebra of period 4.
In Section 8 we will provide explicit constructions of periodic bimodule resolu-
tions of the socle deformed weighted surface algebras.
The above theorems are the key new results towards classifications of distin-
guished classes of tame symmetric algebras. As the continuation [37] of this paper
we classify basic, indecomposable, representation-infinite, tame symmetric algebras
A with 2-regular Gabriel quiver having at least 3 vertices and where all simple mod-
ules are periodic of period 4 (called algebras of generalized quaternion type). These
are the algebras socle equivalent to the weighted surface algebras Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•),
different from the singular tetrahedral algebra, and the higher tetrahedral algebras
investigated in [36].
Further, the orbit closures of the weighted surface algebras (and their socle
deformations) in the affine varieties of associative K-algebra structures contain
new wide classes of tame symmetric algebras related to algebras of dihedral and
semidihedral types, which occurred in the study of blocks of group algebras with
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dihedral and semidihedral defect groups. We refer to [38, 39] for a classification
of algebras of generalized dihedral type and a characterization of Brauer graph
algebras, using biserial weighted surface algebras.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some known preliminary
results on algebras and modules. In Section 3 we describe our general approach
and results for constructing a minimal projective bimodule resolution of an algebra
with periodic simple modules. Section 4 introduces triangulation quivers and shows
that they arise naturally from orientations of triangles of triangulated surfaces. In
Section 5 we define weighted surface algebras of directed triangulated surfaces and
prove that they are tame symmetric algebras. Section 6 is devoted to distinguished
properties of a family of algebras given by the tetrahedral triangulation of the
sphere. In Section 7 we discuss the periodicity of arbitrary weighted surface al-
gebras. Section 8 deals with socle deformations of weighted surface algebras of
directed triangulated surfaces with boundary and their properties. In Section 9
we prove that all these algebras are periodic algebras of period 4. In Section 10
we discuss the representation type of the weighted surface algebras and their socle
deformations.
For general background on the relevant representation theory we refer to the
books [1, 29, 73, 78].
2. Preliminary results
A quiver is a quadruple Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t) consisting of a finite set Q0 of vertices,
a finite set Q1 of arrows, and two maps s, t : Q1 → Q0 which associate to each arrow
α ∈ Q1 its source s(α) ∈ Q0 and its target t(α) ∈ Q0. We denote by KQ the path
algebra of Q over K whose underlying K-vector space has as its basis the set of all
paths in Q of length ≥ 0, and by RQ the arrow ideal of KQ generated by all paths
Q of length ≥ 1. An ideal I in KQ is said to be admissible if there existsm ≥ 2 such
that RmQ ⊆ I ⊆ R
2
Q. If I is an admissible ideal in KQ, then the quotient algebra
KQ/I is called a bound quiver algebra, and is a finite-dimensional basic K-algebra.
Moreover, KQ/I is indecomposable if and only if Q is connected. Every basic,
indecomposable, finite-dimensional K-algebra A has a bound quiver presentation
A ∼= KQ/I, where Q = QA is the Gabriel quiver of A and I is an admissible ideal
in KQ. For a bound quiver algebra A = KQ/I, we denote by ei, i ∈ Q0, the
associated complete set of pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents of A, and by
Si = eiA/ei radA (respectively, Pi = eiA), i ∈ Q0, the associated complete family
of pairwise non-isomorphic simple modules (respectively, indecomposable projective
modules) in modA.
Following [77], an algebra A is said to be special biserial if A is isomorphic to a
bound quiver algebra KQ/I, where the bound quiver (Q, I) satisfies the following
conditions:
(a) each vertex of Q is a source and target of at most two arrows,
(b) for any arrow α in Q there are at most one arrow β and at most one arrow γ
with αβ /∈ I and γα /∈ I.
Moreover, if in addition I is generated by paths of Q, then A = KQ/I is said
to be a string algebra [15]. It was proved in [68] that the class of special biserial
algebras coincides with the class of biserial algebras (indecomposable projective
modules have biserial structure) which admit simply connected Galois coverings.
Furthermore, by [81, Theorem 1.4] we know that every special biserial agebra is a
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quotient algebra of a symmetric special biserial algebra. We also mention that, if
A is a self-injective special biserial algebra, then A/ soc(A) is a string algebra.
The following has been proved by Wald and Waschbu¨sch in [81] (see also [15, 22]
for alternative proofs).
Proposition 2.1. Every special biserial algebra is tame.
For a positive integer d, we denote by algd(K) the affine variety of associative
K-algebra structures with identity on the affine space Kd. Then the general linear
group GLd(K) acts on algd(K) by transport of the structures, and the GLd(K)-
orbits in algd(K) correspond to the isomorphism classes of d-dimensional algebras
(see [56] for details). We identify a d-dimensional algebra A with the point of
algd(K) corresponding to it. For two d-dimensional algebras A and B, we say that
B is a degeneration of A (A is a deformation of B) if B belongs to the closure of
the GLd(K)-orbit of A in the Zariski topology of algd(K).
Geiss’ Theorem [46] shows that if A and B are two d-dimensional algebras, A
degenerates to B and B is a tame algebra, then A is also a tame algebra (see also
[18]). We will apply this theorem in the following special situation.
Proposition 2.2. Let d be a positive integer, and A(t), t ∈ K, be an algebraic
family in algd(K) such that A(t)
∼= A(1) for all t ∈ K \{0}. Then A(1) degenerates
to A(0). In particular, if A(0) is tame, then A(1) is tame.
A family of algebras A(t), t ∈ K, in algd(K) is said to be algebraic if the induced
map A(−) : K → algd(K) is a regular map of affine varieties.
An important combinatorial and homological invariant of the module category
modA of an algebra A is its Auslander-Reiten quiver ΓA. Recall that ΓA is the
translation quiver whose vertices are the isomorphism classes of indecomposable
modules in modA, the arrows correspond to irreducible homomorphisms, and the
translation is the Auslander-Reiten translation τA = DTr. For A self-injective,
we denote by ΓsA the stable Auslander-Reiten quiver of A, obtained from ΓA by
removing the isomorphism classes of projective modules and the arrows attached to
them. By a stable tube we mean a translation quiver Γ of the form ZA∞/(τ
r), for
some r ≥ 1, and we call r the rank of Γ. We note that, for a symmetric algebra A,
we have τA = Ω
2
A (see [78, Corollary IV.8.6]). In particular, we have the following
equivalence.
Proposition 2.3. Let A be an indecomposable, representation-infinite symmetric
algebra. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) ΓsA consists of stable tubes.
(ii) All indecomposable non-projective modules in modA are periodic.
Therefore, we conclude that, if A is an indecomposable, representation-infinite,
symmetric, periodic algebra (of period 4) then ΓsA consists of stable tubes (of ranks 1
and 2). We also note that, if A is a representation-infinite special biserial symmetric
algebra, then ΓsA admits an acyclic component (see [32]), and consequently A is not
a periodic algebra.
Let A be an algebra over K and σ a K-algebra automorphism of A. Then for
any A-A-bimodule M we denote by 1Mσ the A-A-bimodule with the underlying
K-vector spaceM and action defined as amb = amσ(b) for all a, b ∈ A and m ∈M .
The following has been proved in [48, Theorem 1.4].
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Theorem 2.4. Let A be an algebra over K and d a positive integer. Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) ΩdA(S)
∼= S in modA for every simple module S in modA.
(ii) ΩdAe(S)
∼= 1Aσ in modA
e for some K-algebra automorphism σ of A such that
σ(e)A ∼= eA for any primitive idempotent e of A.
Moreover, if A satisfies these conditions, then A is self-injective.
The Cartan matrix CA of an algebraA is the matrix (dimK HomA(Pi, Pj))1≤i,j≤n
for a complete family P1, . . . , Pn of a pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable pro-
jective modules in modA. The following main result from [26] shows why the
original class of algebras of quaternion type is very restricted compared with the
algebras which we will study in this paper.
Theorem 2.5. Let A be an indecomposable, representation-infinite tame symmetric
algebra with non-singular Cartan matrix such that every non-projective indecom-
posable module in modA is periodic of period dividing 4. Then modA has at most
three pairwise non-isomorphic simple modules.
3. Bimodule resolutions of self-injective algebras
In this section we describe a general approach for proving that an algebra A with
periodic simple modules is a periodic algebra.
Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra, and ei, i ∈ Q, be the primitive
idempotents of A associated to the vertices ofQ. Then ei⊗ej , i, j ∈ Q0, form a set of
pairwise orthogonal primitive idempotents of the enveloping algebraAe = Aop⊗KA
whose sum is the identity of Ae. Hence, P (i, j) = (ei ⊗ ej)A
e = Aei ⊗ ejA, for
i, j ∈ Q0, form a complete set of pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable projective
modules in modAe (see [78, Proposition IV.11.3]).
The following result by Happel [50, Lemma 1.5] describes the terms of a minimal
projective resolution of A in modAe.
Proposition 3.1. Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra. Then there is in
modAe a minimal projective resolution of A of the form
· · · → Pn
dn−→ Pn−1 −→ · · · → P1
d1−→ P0
d0−→ A→ 0,
where
Pn =
⊕
i,j∈Q0
P (i, j)dimK Ext
n
A(Si,Sj)
for any n ∈ N.
The syzygy modules have an important property, a proof for the next Lemma
may be found in [78, Lemma IV.11.16].
Lemma 3.2. Let A be an algebra. For any positive integer n, the module ΩnAe(A)
is projective as a left A-module and also as a right A-module.
There is no general recipe for the differentials dn in Proposition 3.1, except for
the first three which we will now describe. We have
P0 =
⊕
i∈Q0
P (i, i) =
⊕
i∈Q0
Aei ⊗ eiA.
The homomorphism d0 : P0 → A in modA
e defined by d0(ei⊗ei) = ei for all i ∈ Q0
is a minimal projective cover of A in modAe. Recall that, for two vertices i and j
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in Q, the number of arrows from i to j in Q is equal to dimK Ext
1
A(Si, Sj) (see [1,
Lemma III.2.12]). Hence we have
P1 =
⊕
α∈Q1
P
(
s(α), t(α)
)
=
⊕
α∈Q1
Aes(α) ⊗ et(α)A.
Then we have the following known fact (see [8, Lemma 3.3] for a proof).
Lemma 3.3. Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra, and d1 : P1 → P0 the
homomorphism in modAe defined by
d1(es(α) ⊗ et(α)) = α⊗ et(α) − es(α) ⊗ α
for any arrow α in Q. Then d1 induces a minimal projective cover d1 : P1 → Ω
1
Ae(A)
of Ω1Ae(A) = Ker d0 in modA
e. In particular, we have Ω2Ae(A)
∼= Ker d1 in modA
e.
We will denote the homomorphism d1 : P1 → P0 by d. For the algebras A we
will consider, the kernel Ω2Ae(A) of d will be generated, as an A-A-bimodule, by
some elements of P1 associated to a set of relations generating the admissible ideal
I. Recall that a relation in the path algebra KQ is an element of the form
µ =
n∑
r=1
crµr,
where c1, . . . , cr are non-zero elements of K and µr = α
(r)
1 α
(r)
2 . . . α
(r)
mr are paths in
Q of length mr ≥ 2, r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, having a common source and a common target.
The admissible ideal I can be generated by a finite set of relations in KQ (see
[1, Corollary II.2.9]). In particular, the bound quiver algebra A = KQ/I is given
by the path algebra KQ and a finite number of identities
∑n
r=1 crµr = 0 given
by a finite set of generators of the ideal I. Consider the K-linear homomorphism
̺ : KQ→ P1 which assigns to a path α1α2 . . . αm in Q the element
̺(α1α2 . . . αm) =
m∑
k=1
α1α2 . . . αk−1 ⊗ αk+1 . . . αm
in P1, where α0 = es(α1) and αm+1 = et(αm). Observe that ̺(α1α2 . . . αm) ∈
es(α1)P1et(αm). Then, for a relation µ =
∑n
r=1 crµr in KQ lying in I, we have an
element
̺(µ) =
n∑
r=1
cr̺(µr) ∈ eiP1ej ,
where i is the common source and j is the common target of the paths µ1, . . . , µr.
The following lemma shows that relations always produce elements in the kernel of
d1; the proof is straightforward.
Lemma 3.4. Let A = KQ/I be a bound quiver algebra and d1 : P1 → P0 the
homomorphism in modAe defined in Lemma 3.3. Then for any relation µ in KQ
lying in I, we have d1(̺(µ)) = 0.
For an algebra A = KQ/I in our context, we will see that there exists a family
of relations µ(1), . . . , µ(q) generating the ideal I such that the associated elements
̺(µ(1)), . . . , ̺(µ(q)) generate the A-A-bimodule Ω2Ae(A) = Ker d1. In fact, using
Lemma 3.2, we will be able to show that
P2 =
q⊕
j=1
P
(
s(µ(j)), t(µ(j))
)
=
q⊕
j=1
Aes(µ(j)) ⊗ et(µ(j))A,
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and the homomorphism d2 : P2 → P1 in modA
e such that
d2
(
es(µ(j)) ⊗ et(µ(j))
)
= ̺(µ(j)),
for j ∈ {1, . . . , q}, defines a projective cover of Ω2Ae(A) in modA
e. In particular,
we have Ω3Ae(A)
∼= Ker d2 in modA
e. We will denote this homomorphism d2 by R.
For the next map d3 : P3 → P2, which we will call S := d3 later, we do not have
a general recipe. To define it, we need a set of minimal generators for Ω3Ae(A), and
Proposition 3.1 tells us where we should look for them.
4. Triangulation quivers of surfaces
The aim of this section is to introduce triangulation quivers of directed trian-
gulated surfaces and present several examples illustrating possible shapes of such
quivers.
In this paper, by a surface we mean a connected, compact, 2-dimensional real
manifold S, orientable or non-orientable, with or without boundary. It is well known
that every surface S admits an additional structure of a finite 2-dimensional trian-
gular cell complex, and hence a triangulation by the deep Triangulation Theorem
(see for example [16, Section 2.3]).
For a natural number n, we denote by Dn the unit disk in the n-dimensional
Euclidean space Rn, which consists of all points of distance ≤ 1 from the origin.
Then the boundary ∂Dn of Dn is the unit sphere Sn−1 in Rn, formed by all points
of distance 1 from the origin. Further, by an n-cell we mean a topological space
homeomorphic to the open disk intDn = Dn\∂Dn. In particular,D0 and e0 consist
of a single point, and S0 = ∂D1 consists of two points. A finite m-dimensional cell
complex is a topological space X = Xm constructed by the following procedure
(see [52]):
(1) Start with a finite discrete set X0, whose points are regarded as 0-cells.
(2) Inductively, for n ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, form the n-skeletonXn fromXn−1 by attaching
a finite number of n-cells eni via maps ϕ
n
i : S
n−1 → Xn−1. This means that Xn
is the quotient space of the disjoint union Xn−1
∐
iD
n
i of X
n−1 and a finite
collection of n-disks Dni under the identification x ∼ ϕ
n
i (x) for x ∈ ∂D
n
i . The
cell eni is the homeomorphic image of intD
n
i = D
n
i \ ∂D
n
i under the quotient
map. Hence, as a set Xn is a disjoint union of Xn−1 and all attached n-cells
eni .
For each n-cell eni of X , the composition of continuous maps D
n
i →֒ X
n−1
∐
iD
n
i →
Xn → X is denoted by φni and called the characteristic map of e
n
i . We also note
that a subset A ⊂ X is open (or closed) if and only if A ∩Xn is open (or closed)
for any n ∈ {0, . . . ,m}.
The following consequence of [52, Proposition A2] provides a convenient descrip-
tion of finite m-dimensional cell complexes.
Proposition 4.1. Let m be a positive integer and X a Hausdorff space. Then a
finite family of continuous maps ϕni : D
n
i → X, with n ∈ {0, . . . ,m} and D
n
i = D
n,
is the family of characteristic maps of a finite m-dimensional cell complex structure
on X if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) Each ϕni restricts to a homeomorphism from intD
n
i into its image, a cell
eni ⊂ X, and these cells are all disjoint and their union is X.
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(ii) For each cell eni , ϕ
n
i (∂D
n
i ) is contained in the union of a finite number of cells
of smaller dimension than n.
We refer to [52, Appendix] for some basic topological facts about cell complexes.
Let S be a surface. In this paper, by a finite 2-dimensional triangular cell
complex structure on S we mean a finite family of continuous maps ϕni : D
n
i → S,
with n ∈ {0, 1, 2} and Dni = D
n, satisfying the following conditions:
(1) Each ϕni restricts to a homeomorphism from intD
n
i to the n-cell e
n
i = ϕ
n
i (intD
n
i ),
and these cells are disjoint and their union is S.
(2) For each 2-cell e2i , ϕ
2
i (∂D
2
i ) is contained in the union of k 1-cells and k 0-cells,
with k ∈ {2, 3}.
Then the closures ϕ2i (D
2
i ) of all 2-cells e
2
i are called triangles of S, and the closures
ϕ1i (D
1
i ) of all 1-cells e
1
i are called edges of S. The collection T of all triangles
ϕ2i (D
2
i ) is said to be a triangulation of S. We assume that such a triangulation T
of S has at least three pairwise different edges, or equivalently, there are at least
three pairwise different 1-cells in the considered cell complex structure on S. Then
T is a finite collection T1, . . . , Tn of triangles of the form
b
c
a
•
• •
or
b
a a
•
• •
=
a
b
••
a, b, c pairwise different a, b different (self-folded triangle)
such that every edge of such a triangle in T is either the edge of exactly two triangles,
or is the self-folded edge, or lies on the boundary. We note that a given surface
S admits many finite 2-dimensional cell structures, and hence triangulations. We
refer to [16, 54, 55] for general background on surfaces and constructions of surfaces
from plane models.
Let S be a surface and T a triangulation S. To each triangle ∆ in T we may
associate an orientation
b
c
a
•
• •
= (abc) or
b
c
a
•
• •
= (cba),
if ∆ has pairwise different edges a, b, c, and
a
b
•• = (aab) = (aba),
if ∆ is self-folded, with the self-folded edge a, and the other edge b. Fix an orien-
tation of each triangle ∆ of T , and denote this choice by ~T . Then the pair (S, ~T )
is said to be a directed triangulated surface. To each directed triangulated surface
(S, ~T ) we associate the quiver Q(S, ~T ) whose vertices are the edges of T and the
arrows are defined as follows:
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(1) for any oriented triangle ∆ = (abc) in ~T with pairwise different edges a, b, c, we
have the cycle
a // b
✡✡
✡✡
✡
c
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺
,
(2) for any self-folded triangle ∆ = (aab) in ~T , we have the quiver
a
$$ ''
bgg ,
(3) for any boundary edge a in T , we have the loop
a
$$
.
Then Q = Q(S, ~T ) is a triangulation quiver in the following sense (introduced
independently by Ladkani in [62, Definition 2.4] (see also [63, Definition 3.12])).
Definition 4.2. A triangulation quiver is a pair (Q, f), where Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t)
is a finite connected quiver and f : Q1 → Q1 is a permutation on the set Q1 of
arrows of Q satisfying the following conditions:
(a) every vertex i ∈ Q0 is the source and target of exactly two arrows in Q1,
(b) for each arrow α ∈ Q1, we have s(f(α)) = t(α),
(c) f3 is the identity on Q1.
Let Q = Q(S, ~T ) be the quiver associated to the directed triangulated surface
(S, ~T ). The permutation f on its set of arrows is defined as follows:
(1)
a
α // b
β✡✡
✡✡
✡
c
γ
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺
f(α) = β, f(β) = γ, f(γ) = α,
for an oriented triangle ∆ = (abc) in ~T , with pairwise different edges a, b, c,
(2) aα
$$
β
''
b
γ
gg f(α) = β, f(β) = γ, f(γ) = α,
for a self-folded triangle ∆ = (aab) in ~T , and
(3) aα
$$ f(α) = α,
for a boundary edge a of T .
We note that for such (Q, f), Q is 2-regular. We will consider only triangulation
quivers with at least three vertices.
We will see below that different directed triangulated surfaces (even of different
genus) may lead to the same triangulation quiver (see Example 4.4). We also
mention that a similar construction of the triangulation quiver associated to an
orientable surface was given in [62, Proposition 2.5] (see also [63, Definition 4.1]).
Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver. Then we have the involution¯: Q1 → Q1
which assigns to an arrow α ∈ Q1 the arrow α¯ with s(α) = s(α¯) and α 6= α¯. With
this, we obtain another permutation g : Q1 → Q1 of the set Q1 of arrows of Q such
that g(α) = f(α) for any α ∈ Q1. We write O(g) for the set of g-orbits in Q1.
We will present now several examples of triangulation quivers. We will denote
by S the sphere S2, by T the torus and by P the projective plane. For two surfaces
X and Y we denote by X#Y the connected sum of X and Y .
Recall that X#Y is the surface constructed by the following steps:
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(a) Remove a small open 2-disk from each of the spaces X and Y , leaving the
boundary 1-disks on each of the surfaces.
(b) Glue together the boundary 1-disks to form the connected sum.
In the first three examples we describe all possible triangulation quivers with
exactly three vertices, and related directed triangulated surfaces.
Example 4.3. Let S = T be the triangle
2
3
1
•
• •
with the three pairwise different edges, forming the boundary of S, and consider the
clockwise orientation ~T of T . Then the triangulation quiver Q(S, ~T ) is the quiver
1ε
$$ α // 2 ηdd
β✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
µ
DD
γ
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺
with f -orbits (α β γ), (ε), (η), (µ). Observe that we have only one g-orbit
(α η β µ γ ε) of arrows in Q(S, ~T ).
Example 4.4. Let S be the sphere S with triangulation T
2
3
1
•
• •
given by two unfolded triangles. There are two possible orientations ~T of the
triangles of T (up to duality)
2
3
1
•
• •
2
3
1
•
• •
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of T . The associated triangulation quivers Q(S, ~T ) are
1
α1 //
β1
// 2
α2
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
β2
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
α3
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺
β3
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺
1
α1 //
β3
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
2
β1
oo
α2
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
α3
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺
β2
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
with f -orbits with f -orbits
(α1 α2 α3) and (β1 β2 β3) (α1 α2 α3) and (β1 β3 β2)
and a unique g-orbit and three g-orbits
(α1 β2 α3 β1 α2 β3) (α1 β1) (α2 β2), (α3 β3) .
Consider also the torus T with the triangulation T ∗
2
12
1
3
•
• •
•
and the two possible orientations ~T ∗ of the triangles of T ∗ (up to duality)
2
12
1
3
•
• •
•
2
12
1
3
•
• •
•
The associated triangulation quivers Q(T, ~T ∗) are exactly the same as the triangu-
lation quivers Q(S, ~T ) above.
Example 4.5. Let S = P#P be the connected sum of two copies of the projective
plane P. Then S admits the triangulation T of the form
3
31
1
2
•
• •
•
given by two self-folded triangles sharing a common edge. Then we have a unique
orientation ~T of these two triangles, and the associated triangulation quiver Q(S, ~T )
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is of the form
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo
δ // 3
σ
oo ̺dd ,
with the f -orbits (α β γ) and (̺ σ δ). Moreover, O(g) consists of the three g-orbits
(α), (̺), (β δ σ γ). We also mention that P#P is homeomorphic to the Klein bottle
K (see [16, Example 3.8]), and consequently the above triangulation quiver is also
the quiver Q(K, ~T ), for the induced directed triangulated structure on K.
In the next examples, the shaded subquivers of a quiver Q(S, ~T ) define the f -
orbits of arrows in Q(S, ~T ). We note that for a loop, it is always clear from the
context whether or not it is part of an f -orbit of length 3.
Example 4.6. Let S = T#P, and let T be the following triangulation of S
•
• •
•
••
1 4
5
6
2
1
2
3
3
where the edges 1, 2 correspond to T, and the edge 3 corresponds to P. Observe
that S has empty boundary. We consider two orientations of the triangles of T and
the associated quivers
α = gα
4
5
1
2
6
3
g2β
g6βg10β
g9β
g7β
g4β
g5β
g3β
g8β
gβ β = g11β
(S, ~T ) for ~T
consisting of oriented triangles
(1 2 4), (4 1 5), (5 2 6), (3 3 6)
α = gα
4
5
1
2
6
3
g2βγ = g3γ
g5β
g4β
gγ
gδ
g3β
g2γ
δ = g2δ
gβ β = g6β
(S, ~T ) for ~T
consisting of oriented triangles
(1 2 4), (1 4 5), (5 2 6), (3 3 6)
Observe that the first orientation gives two g-orbits of arrows in Q(S, ~T ) (of lengths
1 and 11), while for the second orientation there are four g-orbits of arrows in
Q(S, ~T ) (of lengths 1, 2, 3, 6).
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Example 4.7. Let S be a once punctured triangle, and let T be the triangulation
of S
• •
•
•
1 2
6 5
4
3
such that the edges 1, 2, 3 are on the boundary. We consider two orientations ~T of
the triangles of T and the associated quivers
1
2
34
5
6
g10α = α
g2α
g6α
gβ β = g2βgα
g3α g7α
g9α g4α g5α
g8α
(S, ~T ) for ~T
with oriented triangles
(1 2 4), (4 5 6), (5 3 6)
1
2
34
5
6
g8α = α
g2α
β = g4β
g2β g5αgα
g3α g3β
g7α g4α gβ
g6α
(S, ~T ) for ~T
with oriented triangles
(1 2 4), (4 5 6), (3 5 6)
In both orientations ~T , there are two g-orbits of arrows in Q(S, ~T ) but they have
different length.
Example 4.8. Let S = T#T, and T be the following triangulation of S
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1
2
3
43
4
1
2
5
6
7
89
10
11
12
Consider the orientation ~T of triangles in T
(1 6 5), (2 7 6), (7 3 8), (8 4 9), (9 3 10), (10 4 11), (11 1 12), (2 5 12).
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Then the quiver Q(S, ~T ) is of the form
1
2
3
4
5 6
78
9
10
11
12
α = g16αg4α
g2α
g6α
g12α
g8α
g10α
g14α
g3α
β = g8β
gα
g7β
g7α
g6β
g13α
g5β
g11α
g4β
g9α
g3β
g15α
g2β
g5α
gβ
and g has two orbits (of lengths 8 and 16).
Example 4.9. Let S = T#T, and T be the following triangulation of S
• •
•
•
••
•
•
2
3
4
3
4
1
2
1
8
9
6
7
5
We note that S has empty boundary. We consider the following orientation ~T of
triangles in T
(1 5 2), (5 6 1), (2 6 7), (8 7 4), (3 9 8), (4 3 9).
Then the quiver Q(S, ~T ) is of the form
1 35 7 9
2
6 4
8g14α
gα
g16α
α = g18α
g15α
g2α
g9α
g6α
g11α
g5α
g10α
g7α
g3α
g12αg13α
g17α
g4α
g8α
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There is only one g-orbit of arrows in Q(S, ~T ) (of length 18).
Example 4.10. Let S be obtained from T#P by creating one boundary component,
and T the following triangulation of S
• •
•
•
••
•
•
2
1
2
4
5
3
3
1 6
7
8
910
with two edges 4 and 5 on the boundary. Consider the following orientation ~T of
triangles in T
(1 2 6), (6 1 7), (7 2 8), (8 4 9), (9 5 10), (3 3 10).
Then the quiver Q(S, ~T ) is of the form
β = gβ
g3α
g6α
6
7
1
2
8
3
4
5
9
10
g12α
g16α
gα
g13αg17α
g15α
g14α g18α
g19α = α
g8α
g9α
g4α
g11α g2α
g7α
g10α g5α
We note that there are two g-orbits of arrows in Q(S, ~T ), of lengths 1 and 19.
We will now show that every triangulation quiver comes from a directed trian-
gulated surface.
Theorem 4.11. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least three vertices.
Then there exists a directed triangulated surface (S, ~T ) such that (Q, f) = Q(S, ~T ).
Proof. Let Q = (Q0, Q1, s, t). We denote by n(Q, f) the number of f -orbits in Q1
of length 3. We will prove the theorem by induction on n(Q, f). Observe that
if n(Q, f) = 1 then (Q, f) is the triangulation quiver described in Example 4.3,
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because Q is a connected 2-regular quiver with |Q0| ≥ 3. Further, all possible
triangulation quivers with three vertices are described in Examples 4.3, 4.4, 4.5.
Therefore, we may assume that |Q0| ≥ 4 and n(Q, f) ≥ 2. We shall consider two
cases.
(1) Assume that there is an f -orbit of length 3 in (Q, f) containing a loop. Then
Q contains a subquiver
aα
$$
β
''
b
γ
gg
with f(α) = β, f(β) = γ, f(γ) = α. Consider the quiver Q′ = (Q′0, Q
′
1, s
′, t′)
obtained from Q by removing the vertex a, the arrows α, β, γ, and adding a loop
ε at vertex b. Then we have the permutation f ′ : Q′1 → Q
′
1 such that f
′(σ) = f(σ)
for any arrow σ ∈ Q1 \ {α, β, γ} and f
′(ε) := ε. Hence (Q′, f ′) is a triangulation
quiver with |Q′0| = |Q0| − 1 ≥ 3. By the inductive assumption, there is a directed
triangulated surface (S′, ~T ′), with T ′ given by a finite 2-dimensional cell complex
structure on S′, such that (Q′, f ′) = Q(S′, ~T ′). Moreover, the loop ε of Q′ is
created by a bordered edge b of the triangulation T ′ of S′. Consider the surface S′′
obtained from the projective plane P by creating one boundary component, and its
triangulation T ′′
a
a b
•
• •
with boundary edge b and self-folded edge a. Moreover, let ~T ′′ be the orientation
(aab) of T ′′. Let φ′b : D
1 → S′ be the characteristic map of the cell complex
structure defining (S′, T ′) whose image is the edge b, and φ′′b : D
1 → S′′ the
characteristic map of the cell complex structure defining (S′′, T ′′) whose image is
the edge b. Denote by S the quotient space of the disjoint union S′ ⊔ S′′ under the
identification φ′b(x) ∼ φ
′′
b (x) for all x ∈ D
1. Then we have on S the cell complex
structure induced by the cell complex structures of S′ and S′′ and the characteristic
map φb : D
1 → S, whose image is the edge b, obtained by gluing the two edges b in
S′ and S′′, and replacing the characteristic maps φ′b and φ
′′
b . In particular, applying
Proposition 4.1, we infer that S is a surface with the triangulation T = T ′⊔T ′′, and
the orientation ~T of triangles in T given by the orientations ~T ′ and ~T ′′ of triangles
in T ′ and T ′′. Moreover, we have (Q, f) = Q(S, ~T ).
(2) Assume that there is no loop in any f -orbit of length 3 in Q1. Then Q
contains a subquiver
a
α // b
β✡✡
✡✡
✡
c
γ
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺
with f(α) = β, f(β) = γ, f(γ) = α, and a, b, c are pairwise different vertices.
Consider the quiver Q′ = (Q′0, Q
′
1, s
′, t′) obtained from Q by removing the arrows
α, β, γ, and adding the loops
a εadd b εbdd c εcdd
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at the vertices a, b, c. Then Q′ is a finite 2-regular quiver with Q′0 = Q0 and
it has at most three connected components. Moreover, there is the permutation
f ′ : Q′1 → Q
′
1 such that f
′(σ) = f(σ) for any arrow σ ∈ Q1 \ {α, β, γ} and
f ′(εa) = εa, f
′(εb) = εb, f
′(εc) = εc. For each i ∈ {a, b, c}, denote by Q(i) =
(Q(i)0, Q(i)1, s(i), t(i)) the connected component of Q
′ containing the vertex i, and
by fi : Q(i)1 → Q(i)1 the restriction of f
′ to Q(i)1. Observe that each (Q(i), fi) is
a triangulation quiver with n(Q(i), fi) ≤ n(Q, f)− 1. Moreover, by the assumption
imposed on the f -orbits in Q1, we conclude that either |Q(i)0| ≥ 3 or |Q(i)0| = 1.
Clearly, if |Q(i)0| = 1 then Q(i) is the loop εi at i. Since |Q0| ≥ 4, we conclude
that |Q(i)0| ≥ 3 for some i ∈ {a, b, c}. We may assume that |Q(a)0| ≥ 3, and
|Q(c)0| = 1, if |Q(i)0| = 1 for some i ∈ {a, b, c}. For each i ∈ {a, b, c} with
|Q(i)0| ≥ 3, it follows from the inductive assumption that (Q(i), fi) = Q(S(i),
#      ‰
T (i))
for a directed triangulated surface (S(i),
#      ‰
T (i)). Observe also that, if Q(i) = Q(j)
for some i 6= j in {a, b, c}, then |Q(i)0| = |Q(j)0| ≥ 3. In such a case, we assume
that (S(i),
#      ‰
T (i)) = (S(j),
#      ‰
T (j)). We may assume (without loss of generality) that,
if Q′ has at most two connected components, then Q(a) = Q(b). We define the
topological space S′ as follows:
• S′ = S(a) ⊔ S(b) ⊔ S(c), if Q(a), Q(b), Q(c) are pairwise different with
|Q(a)0| ≥ 3, |Q(b)0| ≥ 3, |Q(c)0| ≥ 3;
• S′ = S(a)⊔S(b), if Q(a), Q(b), Q(c) are pairwise different with |Q(a)0| ≥ 3,
|Q(b)0| ≥ 3, |Q(c)0| = 1;
• S′ = S(a), if Q(a), Q(b), Q(c) are pairwise different with |Q(a)0| ≥ 3,
|Q(b)0| = 1, |Q(c)0| = 1;
• S′ = S(a) ⊔ S(c), if Q(a) = Q(b), different from Q(c), and |Q(c)0| ≥ 3;
• S′ = S(a), if Q(a) = Q(b), different from Q(c), and |Q(c)0| = 1;
• S′ = S(a), if Q(a) = Q(b) = Q(c).
Observe that there is the finite 2-dimensional cell complex structure on S′, given by
the finite 2-dimensional cell complex structures on the surfaces S(i), defining the
triangulations T (i), for i ∈ {a, b, c} with |Q(i)0| ≥ 3, and consequently the induced
triangulation T ′ of S′. We denote by ~T ′ the orientation of triangles in T ′ given by
the orientations
#      ‰
T (i) of triangles of T (i) in S(i), for all i ∈ {a, b, c} with |Q(i)0| ≥ 3.
Moreover, for any i ∈ {a, b, c} with |Q(i)0| ≥ 3, we denote by φ
′
i : D
1 → S′ the
characteristic map of the defined cell complex structure on S′ whose image is the
edge i.
Consider now the triangle S′′ = T ′′
b
c
a
•
• •
with the three pairwise different edges, forming the boundary of S′′, and the orienta-
tion ~T ′′ = (abc) (see Example 4.3). Let φ′′a : D
1 → S′′, φ′′b : D
1 → S′′, φ′′c : D
1 → S′′
be the characteristic maps of the 2-dimensional cell complex structure on S′′ = T ′′
whose images are respectively the edges a, b, c.
Let S be the quotient space of S′ ⊔ S′′ under the identification φ′i(x) ∼ φ
′′
i (x)
for all x ∈ D1 and i ∈ {a, b, c} with |Q(i)0| ≥ 3. Then, applying Proposition 4.1
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again, we conclude that S is a surface with a 2-dimensional cell complex structure
defining the triangulation T = T ′⊔T ′′, and the orientation ~T of triangles in T given
by the orientations ~T ′ and ~T ′′ of triangles in T ′ and T ′′. It follows from the above
construction that (Q, f) = Q(S, ~T ). 
Corollary 4.12. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least three vertices.
Then Q contains a loop α with f(α) = α if and only if (Q, f) = Q(S, ~T ) for a
directed triangulated surface (S, ~T ) where S has non-empty boundary.
We end this section with the comment that the setting of directed triangulated
surfaces proposed in this paper is natural for the purposes of a self-contained rep-
resentation theory of symmetric tame algebras of non-polynomial growth which
we are currently developing. In particular, the realization Theorem 4.11 gives the
option of changing orientation of any triangle independently.
5. Weighted surface algebras
In this section we define weighted surface algebras of directed triangulated sur-
faces and describe their basic properties.
Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver. Then we have two permutations f : Q1 →
Q1 and g : Q1 → Q1 on the set Q1 of arrows of Q such that f
3 is the identity on Q1
and g = f¯ , where¯: Q1 → Q1 is the involution which assigns to an arrow α ∈ Q1
the arrow α¯ with s(α) = s(α¯) and α 6= α¯. For each arrow α ∈ Q1, we denote by
O(α) the g-orbit of α in Q1, and set nα = nO(α) = |O(α)|. Recall that O(g) is the
set of all g-orbits in Q1. A function
m• : O(g)→ N
∗ = N \ {0}
is said to be a weight function of (Q, f), and a function
c• : O(g)→ K
∗ = K \ {0}
is said to be a parameter function of (Q, f). We write briefly mα = mO(α) and
cα = cO(α) for α ∈ Q1. In this paper, we will assume that mαnα ≥ 3 for any arrow
α ∈ Q1.
For any arrow α ∈ Q1, we consider the path
Aα =
(
αg(α) . . . gnα−1(α)
)mα−1
αg(α) . . . gnα−2(α), if nα ≥ 2,
Aα = α
mα−1, if nα = 1,
in Q of length mαnα−1 from s(α) to t(g
nα−2(α)). Moreover, for any arrow α ∈ Q1,
we have the oriented cycle
Bα =
(
αg(α) . . . gnα−1(α)
)mα
of length mαnα.
Definition 5.1. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with weight and parameter
functions m• and c•. We define the bound quiver algebra
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) = KQ/I(Q, f,m•, c•),
where I(Q, f,m•, c•) is the admissible ideal in the path algebra KQ of Q over K
generated by:
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(1) αf(α) − cα¯Aα¯, for all arrows α ∈ Q1,
(2) βf(β)g(f(β)), for all arrows β ∈ Q1.
Then Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) is called a weighted triangulation algebra of (Q, f).
We note that Q is the quiver of the algebra Λ(Q, f,m•, c•), and the ideal
I(Q, f,m•, c•) is an admissible ideal of KQ, by the assumption that mαnα ≥ 3
for all arrows α ∈ Q1. We also note that a weighted triangulation algebra defined
above is a triangulation algebra defined in [62, 63] as a quotient of complete path
algebra of the quiver by a closed ideal (see [62, Definition 2.10 and Theorem 1.1(a)]
or [63, Definition 5.16 and Proposition 7.4]).
Definition 5.2. Consider the bound quiver algebra
B(Q, f,m•, c•) = KQ/J(Q, f,m•, c•),
where J(Q, f,m•, c•) is the admissible ideal in the path algebra KQ of Q over K
generated by:
(1) cαBα − cα¯Bα¯, for all arrows α ∈ Q1,
(2) βf(β), for all arrows β ∈ Q1.
We call this algebra a biserial weighted triangulation algebra.
We note that a biserial weighted triangulation algebra is a Brauer graph algebra.
In fact, it is shown in [39] that the class of Brauer graph algebras coincides with
the class of indecomposable idempotent algebras of biserial weighted triangulation
algebras (we refer to [39] for related references and results).
Let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) be a weighted triangulation algebra. In order to study
modules in modΛ and properties of Λ, we specify a suitable basis of the algebra
Λ, defined in terms of the permutations f and g. We will identify an element of
KQ with its residue class in Λ = KQ/I(Q, f,m•, c•). We will need also an extra
notation. For each arrow α in Q1, we denote by A
′
α the subpath of Aα from t(α)
to t(gnα−2) of length mαnα − 2 such that αA
′
α = Aα. We note that A
′
α is a path
of length ≥ 1 since we assume that mαnα ≥ 3.
Lemma 5.3. Let α be an arrow in Q. We have in Λ the equalities:
(i) f2(α) = gnα¯−1(α¯).
(ii) Aα¯f
2(α) = Bα¯.
(iii) αAg(α) = Bα.
(iv) cαBα = αf(α)f
2(α) = α¯f(α¯)f2(α¯) = cα¯Bα¯.
(v) A′αf
2(α¯) = Ag(α).
Proof. (i) The arrow g(f2(α)) starts at t(f2(α)) = s(α) and we have g(f2(α)) 6=
f(f2(α)) = α. Hence we have g(f2(α)) = α¯ = gnα¯(α¯) and therefore f2(α) =
gnα¯−1(α¯).
Part (ii) follows from (i), and part (iii) holds by definition.
(iv) From the relations in Λ, (iii), and since c• is constant on g-orbits, we obtain
αf(α)f2(α) = α
(
f(α)f2(α)
)
= αc
f(α)Af(α) = cg(α)αAg(α) = cαBα.
Similarly, we have α¯f(α¯)f2(α¯) = cα¯Bα¯. Then, by (ii), we obtain
αf(α)f2(α) =
(
αf(α)
)
f2(α) = cα¯Aα¯f
2(α) = cα¯Bα¯ = α¯f(α¯)f
2(α¯).
(v) By (i) we have that f2(α¯) = gnα−1(α), and hence the required equality
holds. 
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Lemma 5.4. Let α be an arrow in Q. Then the following hold:
(i) Bα radΛ = 0.
(ii) Bα is non-zero.
Proof. (i) W must show that Bαα = 0 and Bαα¯ = 0 in Λ. It follows from (i) and
(iv) of Lemma 5.3 and the relations in Λ that
cαBαα = α¯f(α¯)f
2(α¯)α = α¯
(
f(α¯)f2(α¯)g
(
f2(α¯)
))
= 0,
cαBαα¯ = αf(α)f
2(α)α¯ = α
(
f(α)f2(α)g
(
f2(α)
))
= 0,
and hence Bαα = 0 and Bαα¯ = 0, because cα ∈ K
∗.
(ii) This follows from the relations defining Λ. 
It follows from Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 that, for a vertex i of Q and the arrows α
and α¯ starting at i, the element cαBα = cα¯Bα¯ generates the socle of the projective
module eiΛ. The next lemma shows that, for any vertex i of Q, the quotient
ei(radΛ)
2/ soc(eiΛ) is a direct sum of uniserial right Λ-modules, as well as gives
most of a basis for the indecomposable projective module eiΛ.
Lemma 5.5. Let α be an arrow of Q. Then the following hold:
(i) αg(α)f(g(α)) = 0 in Λ.
(ii) αg(α)Λ is a uniserial right Λ-module, with basis given by all initial subwords
of Bα of length ≥ 2. In particular, dimK αg(α)Λ = mαnα − 1.
Proof. (i) Since g(α) = f(α) we obtain the equalities
αg(α)f
(
g(α)
)
= αc
g(α)Ag(α) = cf(α)αAf(α) = cf(α)αf(α)g
(
f(α)
)
· · · = 0,
by the relations for the algebra Λ.
(ii) If follows from (i) that the right Λ-module αg(α) radΛ is generated by
αg(α)g2(α). Then using (i) repeatedly we conclude that αg(α)Λ is a uniserial right
Λ-module with basis formed by all initial subwords of Bα of length ≥ 2. Clearly,
then dimK αg(α)Λ = mαnα − 1. 
Corollary 5.6. Let i be a vertex of Q and α, α¯ the two arrows in Q with source i.
Then dimK eiΛ = mαnα +mα¯nα¯.
Proof. It follows from the previous lemma, that a basis of αg(α)Λ is given by the
set of initial subwords of Bα of length ≥ 2. Then we also see that rad eiΛ has basis
consisting of all initial subwords of Aα and Aα¯ together with Bα. This shows that
dimK eiΛ = mαnα +mα¯nα¯. 
We present now basic properties of the algebrasB(Q, f,m•, c•) and Λ(Q, f,m•, c•).
Proposition 5.7. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver, m• and c• weight and
parameter functions of (Q, f), and B = B(Q, f,m•, c•). Then the following state-
ments hold:
(i) B is a finite-dimensional special biserial algebra with dimK B =
∑
O∈O(g)mOn
2
O.
(ii) B is a symmetric algebra.
(iii) B is a tame algebra.
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Proof. We write J = J(Q, f,m•, c•).
(i) Let i be a vertex of Q and let α, α¯ be the two arrows in Q with source i.
Then the indecomposable projective right B-module Pi = eiB has dimension equal
to dimK Pi = mαnα+mα¯nα¯. Indeed, Pi has a basis given by ei, all initial subwords
of Aα and Aα¯, and Bα. Then we deduce that
dimK B =
∑
O∈O(g)
mOn
2
O.
(ii) It is well known (see for example [78, Theorem IV.2.2]) that B is a symmetric
algebra if and only if it has a symmetrizing form. That is, there exists a K-linear
form ϕ : B → K such that ϕ(ab) = ϕ(ba) for all a, b ∈ B and Kerϕ does not
contain non-zero one-sided ideal of B. Let i be a vertex of the quiver Q and α, α¯
be the arrows with source i. Then the element cαBα+J = cα¯Bα¯+J generates the
one-dimensional socle of the indecomposable projective right B-module Pi at the
vertex i. Clearly, we have also that top(Pi) = Si = soc(Pi). We define a required
K-linear form ϕ : B → K by assigning to the coset u + J of a path u in Q the
following element in K
ϕ(u+ J) =
{
c−1α if u = Bα for an arrow α ∈ Q1,
0 otherwise,
and extending to a K-linear form.
(iii) Since B is special biserial, it is tame, by Proposition 2.1. 
We refer to Section 6 for the tetrahedral algebras and their properties.
Proposition 5.8. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver, m• and c• weight and pa-
rameter functions of (Q, f), and Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). Then the following statements
hold:
(i) Λ is a finite-dimensional algebra with dimK Λ =
∑
O∈O(g)mOn
2
O.
(ii) Λ is a symmetric algebra.
(iii) Λ degenerates to the algebra B(Q, f,m•, c•), provided Λ is not a tetrahedral
algebra.
(iv) Λ is a tame algebra.
Proof. We abbreviate I = I(Q, f,m•, c•).
(i) It follows from Corollary 5.6 that, for each vertex i of Q, the indecomposable
projective right Λ-module Pi at the vertex i has the dimension dimK Pi = mαnα+
mα¯nα¯, where α, α¯ are the two arrows in Q with source i. Then we get
dimK Λ =
∑
O∈O(g)
mOn
2
O.
(ii) Similarly, as in the above Proposition, we define a symmetrizing K-linear
form ϕ : Λ → K by assigning to the coset u + I of a path u in Q the following
element in K
ϕ(u + I) =
{
c−1α if u = Bα for an arrow α ∈ Q1,
0 otherwise,
and extending to a K-linear form.
(iii) Assume that Λ is not a tetrahedral algebra. For each t ∈ K, consider the
bound quiver algebra Λ(t) = KQ/I(t), where I(t) is the admissible ideal in the path
algebra KQ of Q over K generated by the elements:
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(i) αf(α)− tcα¯Aα¯, for all arrows α ∈ Q1,
(ii) βf(β)g(f(β)), for all arrows β ∈ Q1.
Then a simple checking shows that Λ(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family in the
variety algd(K), with d = dimK Λ, such that Λ(t)
∼= Λ(1) = Λ for all t ∈ K \ {0}
and Λ(0) = B = B(Q, f,m•, c•). Then it follows from Proposition 2.2 that Λ
degenerates to B. We refer also to [63, Proposition 7.13] for a different algebraic
family of intermediate algebras degenerating Λ to B.
(iv) If Λ is not a tetrahedral algebra then it follows from Propositions 2.2 and
5.7 that Λ is tame. Assume Λ is a tetrahedral algebra. If Λ is non-singular then
the tameness (even polynomial growth) of Λ follows from the old article [66] where
the representation theory of the trivial extensions of arbitrary tubular algebras has
been established. If Λ is singular, then the tameness of Λ follows from [21, Theorem]
and [65, Theorem A]. 
Definition 5.9. Let (S, ~T ) be a directed triangulated surface, (Q(S, ~T ), f) the as-
sociated triangulation quiver, and let m• and c• be weight and parameter functions
of (Q(S, ~T ), f). Then the triangulation algebra Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) will be called
a weighted surface algebra.
For further purposes, we would like to have two notions: a weighted surface
algebra and a weighted triangulation algebra on the grounds, one of topological
origin and the other purely algebraic.
We give now examples of weighted surface algebras, using the triangulation quiv-
ers from Examples 4.3, 4.4, 4.5.
Example 5.10. Let (Q(S, ~T ), f) be the triangulation quiver
1ε
$$ α // 2 ηdd
β✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
µ
DD
γ
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺
with f -orbits (α β γ), (ε), (η), (µ), considered in Example 4.3. Then g has only one
orbit, (α η β µ γ ε), and hence a weight function m• : O(g)→ N
∗ and a parameter
function c• : O(g)→ K
∗ are given by a positive integer m and a parameter c ∈ K∗.
The associated weighted surface algebra Λ = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) is given by the
above quiver and the relations
αβ = c(εαηβµγ)m−1εαηβµ, ε2 = c(αηβµγε)m−1αηβµγ, αβµ = 0, ε2α = 0,
βγ = c(ηβµγεα)m−1ηβµγε, η2 = c(βµγεαη)m−1βµγεα, βγε = 0, η2β = 0,
γα = c(µγεαηβ)m−1µγεαη, µ2 = c(γεαηβµ)m−1γεαηβ, γαη = 0, µ2γ = 0.
Moreover, the Cartan matrix CΛ of Λ is of the form4m 4m 4m4m 4m 4m
4m 4m 4m
 ,
and hence is singular.
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Example 5.11. Let (Q(S, ~T ), f) be the triangulation quiver
1
α1 //
β1
// 2
α2
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
β2
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
α3
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺
β3
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺
with f -orbits (α1 α2 α3) and (β1 β2 β3), considered in Example 4.4. Then g
has only one orbit, which is (α1 β2 α3 β1 α2 β3), and hence a weight function
m• : O(g)→ N
∗ and a parameter function c• : O(g)→ K
∗ are given by a positive
integer m and a parameter c ∈ K∗. The associated weighted surface algebra Λ =
Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) is given by the above quiver and the relations
α1α2 = c(β1α2β3α1β2α3)
m−1β1α2β3α1β2, α1α2β3 = 0,
α2α3 = c(β2α3β1α2β3α1)
m−1β2α3β1α2β3, α2α3β1 = 0,
α3α1 = c(β3α1β2α3β1α2)
m−1β3α1β2α3β1, α3α1β2 = 0,
β1β2 = c(α1β2α3β1α2β3)
m−1α1β2α3β1α2, β1β2α3 = 0,
β2β3 = c(α2β3α1β2α3β1)
m−1α2β3α1β2α3, β2β3α1 = 0,
β3β1 = c(α3β1α2β3α1β2)
m−1α3β1α2β3α1, β3β1α2 = 0.
Moreover, the Cartan matrix CΛ of Λ is of the form4m 4m 4m4m 4m 4m
4m 4m 4m
 ,
and hence is singular.
Example 5.12. Let (Q(S, ~T ), f) be the triangulation quiver
1
α1 //
β3
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
2
β1
oo
α2
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
α3
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺✺
β2
DD✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠✠
with f -orbits (α1 α2 α3) and (β1 β3 β2), considered in Example 4.4. Then O(g)
consists of the three g-orbits (α1 β1) (α2 β2), (α3 β3) of length 2. Let m• : O(g)→
N∗ be a weight function andm1 = mα1 , m2 = mα2 , m3 = mα3 . By our assumption,
we must take m1 ≥ 2, m2 ≥ 2, m3 ≥ 2, because |O(α1)| = 2, |O(α2)| = 2,
|O(α3)| = 2. Let c• : O(g) → K
∗ be a parameter function and c1 = cα1 , c2 = cα2 ,
c3 = cα3 . Then the associated weighted surface algebra Λ = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•)
is given by the above quiver and the relations
α1α2 = c3(β3α3)
m3−1β3, α2α3 = c1(β1α1)
m1−1β1, α3α1 = c2(β2α2)
m2−1β2,
β1β3 = c2(α2β2)
m2−1α2, β3β2 = c1(α1β1)
m1−1α1, β2β1 = c3(α3β3)
m3−1α3,
α1α2β2 = 0, α2α3β3 = 0, α3α1β1 = 0,
β1β3α3 = 0, β3β2α2 = 0, β2β1α1 = 0.
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Moreover, the Cartan matrix CΛ of Λ is of the formm1 +m3 m1 m3m1 m1 +m2 m2
m3 m2 m2 +m3
 ,
and detCΛ = 4m1m2m3. Hence CΛ is non-singular.
Example 5.13. Let (Q(S, ~T ), f) be the triangulation quiver
1α
$$ β // 2
γ
oo
δ // 3
σ
oo ̺dd ,
with f -orbits (α β γ) and (̺ σ δ), considered in Example 4.5. Then O(g) consists
of the g-orbits (α), (̺), (β δ σ γ). Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be a weight function
and mα = p, m̺ = q, mβ = r. By our assumption, we have p ≥ 3 and q ≥ 3,
because |O(α)| = 1 and |O(̺)| = 1. Moreover, let c• : O(g)→ K
∗ be a parameter
function and cα = a, c̺ = b, cβ = c. Then the associated weighted surface algebra
Λ = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) is given by the above quiver and the relations
αβ = c(βδσγ)r−1βδσ, βγ = aαp−1, γα = c(δσγβ)r−1δσγ,
̺σ = c(σγβδ)r−1σγβ, σδ = b̺q−1, δ̺ = c(γβδσ)r−1γβδ,
αβδ = 0, βγβ = 0, γα2 = 0, ̺σγ = 0, σδσ = 0, δ̺2 = 0.
Moreover, the Cartan matrix CΛ of Λ is of the formp+ r 2r r2r 4r 2r
r 2r q + r
 ,
and detCΛ = 4pqr. Hence CΛ is non-singular.
The class of weighted surface algebras contains as a very special subclass the
class of Jacobian algebras of surfaces with punctures. Recall that a surface with
punctures is a pair (S, P ), where S is an orientable surface with empty boundary,
and P is a finite set of points in S, called punctures. Then an ideal triangulation
(briefly, triangulation) of (S, P ) is any maximal collection T of pairwise compatible
arcs with the ends in P whose relative interiors do not intersect each other (see [42,
Section 2]), and the triple (S, P, T ) is called a triangulated surface with punctures.
Moreover, it is always assumed that a triangulated surface with punctures (S, P, T )
satisfies the following conditions:
• if S is a sphere then |P | ≥ 4;
• there is no arc in P starting and ending at the same puncture;
• for each puncture p ∈ P , there are at least 3 arcs in T incident to p.
A triangulated surface with punctures (S, P, T ) may be viewed as directed tri-
angulated surface (S, ~T ), where ~T is one of the two possible choices of coherent
orientations of triangles in T , using the fact that S is orientable. Then the quiver
Q(S, ~T ) of (S, ~T ) is the adjacency quiver Q(S, P, T ) of (S, P, T ) defined by Fomin,
Shapiro and Thurston [42]. Moreover, the quiver Q(S, ~T ) = Q(S, P, T ) has no loops
nor 2-cycles • // •oo . Finally, the Jacobian algebra of (S, P, T ) with respects to
the Labardini-Fragoso potential [59] is the surface algebra Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) of the
directed triangulated surface (S, ~T ) given by (S, P, T ), and the weight function m•
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taking only value 1 (see [60]). For an arbitrary weight function m• of (S, ~T ) we
obtain a weighted Jacobian algebra of (S, P, T ), as investigated by Ladkani [61, 62].
6. Tetrahedral algebras
In this section we present a family of algebras given by the tetrahedral triangu-
lation of the sphere, which has exceptional properties among all weighted surface
algebras considered in this paper.
Example 6.1. Let S = S2 be the sphere in R3. Consider the tetrahedral triangu-
lation T of S
• •
•
•
3 6
2
5 4
1
and its coherent orientation ~T
(1 5 4), (2 5 3), (2 6 4), (1 6 3).
Then the associated quiver Q(S, ~T ) is of the form
1
2 3
4 5
6
ν
µ
α
δ
ε
̺ σ
γ
β ξ
η
ω
where the shaded subquivers denote the f -orbits.
In Q(S, ~T ) we have the four g-orbits which are, written in cycle notation,
(β ε η), (̺ µ σ), (γ ν ω), (α δ ξ).
Let m• : O(g) → N
∗ = N \ {0} be the weight function taking the value 1 on
each g-orbit. Consider a parameter function c• : O(g) → K
∗ = K \ {0}, and let
cO(β) = a, cO(̺) = b, cO(γ) = c and cO(α) = d, for elements a, b, c, d ∈ K
∗. Then
the algebra Λ(S, a, b, c, d) = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) is given by the above quiver Q(S, ~T )
and the relations
δη = cνω, ηγ = dξα, γδ = aβε, δηβ = 0, ηγν = 0, γδξ = 0,
̺ω = aεη, ωβ = bµσ, β̺ = cγν, ̺ωγ = 0, ωβε = 0, β̺µ = 0,
σε = dαδ, εξ = b̺µ, ξσ = aηβ, σεη = 0, εξα = 0, ξσ̺ = 0,
αν = bσ̺, νµ = dδξ, µα = cωγ, ανω = 0, νµσ = 0, µαδ = 0,
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corresponding to the four f -orbits in Q(S, ~T ) where an orbit is given by the ar-
rows around a shaded triangle. Moreover, a minimal set of relations defining
Λ(S, a, b, c, d) is given by the above twelve commutativity relations and the six
zero relations
δηβ = 0, ̺ωγ = 0, σεη = 0, β̺µ = 0, ηγν = 0, ωβε = 0,
so the remaining six of the above zero relations are superfluous.
We note now that the algebra Λ(S, a, b, c, d) is isomorphic to the algebra
Λ(S, abcd, 1, 1, 1). Indeed, there is an isomorphism of algebras ϕ : Λ(S, abcd, 1, 1, 1)→
Λ(S, a, b, c, d) given by
ϕ(α) = aα, ϕ(µ) = bµ, ϕ(ν) = cν,
ϕ(δ) = bcdδ, ϕ(ω) = bcdω, ϕ(σ) = bcdσ,
ϕ(ξ) = ξ, ϕ(̺) = ̺, ϕ(γ) = γ, ϕ(η) = η, ϕ(ε) = ε, ϕ(β) = β.
An algebra Λ(S, a, b, c, d), with a, b, c, d ∈ K∗, is said to be a tetrahedral alge-
bra. Moreover, the triangulation quiver Q(S, ~T ) of Λ(S, a, b, c, d) is said to be the
tetrahedral triangulation quiver.
For each λ ∈ K∗ = K \ {0}, we abbreviate Λ(S, λ) = Λ(S, λ, 1, 1, 1). We shall
discuss now distinguished properties of the tetrahedral algebras.
Recall that the trivial extension algebra T(B) = B ⋉ D(B) of an algebra B
by the injective cogenerator D(B) = HomK(B,K) has underlying K-vector space
T(B) = B ⊕D(B), and the multiplication in T(B) is given by
(b1, f1)(b2, f2) = (b1b2, b1f2 + f1b2)
for b1, b2 ∈ B and f1, f2 ∈ D(B). Then there is a canonical associative, non-
degenerate, symmetric K-bilinear form (−,−) : T(B) × T(B)→ K defined by(
(b1, f1), (b2, f2)
)
= f1(b2) + f2(b1)
for b1, b2 ∈ B and f1, f2 ∈ D(B).
A prominent role in the representation theory of tame symmetric algebras of
polynomial growth is played by the trivial extensions of the tubular algebras (in
the sense of Ringel [72]), whose representation theory was described by Nehring and
Skowron´ski in [66]. Moreover, the derived equivalence classification of these algebras
follows from results established in [51, 71]. We refer also to the article [69] for the
invariance of the trivial extensions of tubular algebras under stable equivalences.
It follows also from [75, Example 3.3] that there are exactly four families of the
trivial extensions of tubular algebras of tubular type (2, 2, 2, 2), and the tetrahedral
algebras Λ(S, λ) with λ ∈ K \ {0, 1} form one of these families. For the purposes of
this section, we will describe now the identification of a tetrahedral algebra Λ(S, λ)
with the trivial extension algebra T(B(λ)) of an alebra B(λ) of global dimension
2, being for K \ {0, 1} a tubular algebra of tubular type (2, 2, 2, 2).
For each λ ∈ K∗, we denote by B(λ) the K-algebra given by the quiver
1 3
αoo
σ
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
5
ξoo
η
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
2 4
β
oo
γ
cc●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
6
ω
oo
µ
cc●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
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and the relations
ηγ = ξα, ξσ = ληβ, µα = ωγ, ωβ = µσ.
We note that B(λ) is the double one-point extension algebra of the path algebra
H = K∆ of the quiver ∆
1 3
αoo
σ
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
2 4
β
oo
γ
cc●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
of Euclidean type A˜3 by two indecomposable modules
Rλ :
K K
1oo
1
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
K K
λ
oo
1
dd❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
and R1 :
K K
1oo
1
zz✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
K K
1
oo
1
dd❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
lying on the mouth of stable tubes of rank 1 in ΓH . For λ ∈ K \{0, 1}, the modules
Rλ and R1 are not isomorphic, and then B(λ) is a tubular algebra of type (2, 2, 2, 2)
in the sense of [72], and consequently it is an algebra of polynomial growth. On the
other hand, B(1) is the tame minimal non-polynomial growth algebra (30) from
[67]. We also mention that all algebras B(λ), λ ∈ K∗, are simply connected and of
global dimension 2.
Lemma 6.2. For any λ ∈ K∗, the algebras Λ(S, λ) and T(B(λ)) are isomorphic.
Proof. By general theory (see [76]), the trivial extension algebra T(B(λ)) is iso-
morphic to the orbit algebra B̂(λ)/(ν
B̂(λ)
) of the repetitive category B̂(λ) of B(λ)
with respect to the infinite cyclic group (ν
B̂(λ)
) generated by the Nakayama auto-
morphism ν
B̂(λ)
of B̂(λ). One checks directly that B̂(λ) contains the full convex
subcategory B(λ)(2) given by the quiver
1 3
αoo
σ
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
5
ξoo
η
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
1′
δoo
ν
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
3′
α′oo
σ′
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
5′
ξ′oo
η′
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
2 4
β
oo
γ
cc●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
6
ω
oo
µ
cc●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
2′
̺
oo
ε
cc●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
4′
β′
oo
γ′
cc❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
6′
ω′
oo
µ′
cc❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
and the relations
ηγ = ξα, ξσ = ληβ, µα = ωγ, ωβ = µσ,
νµ = δξ, δη = νω, εξ = ̺µ, ̺ω = λεη,
σ′ε = α′δ, α′ν = σ′̺, γ′δ = λβ′ε, β′̺ = γ′ν,
η′γ′ = ξ′α′, ξ′σ′ = λη′β′, µ′α′ = ω′γ′, ω′β′ = µ′σ′,
δηβ = 0, ̺ωγ = 0, σ′εη = 0, β′̺µ = 0, η′γ′ν = 0, ω′β′ε = 0,
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where ν
B̂(λ)
(i) = i′ for any vertex i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and ν
B̂(λ)
(θ) = θ′ for any
arrow θ ∈ {α, β, γ, σ, ξ, ω, η, µ}.
We conclude that T(B(λ)) is isomorphic to the algebra Λ(S, λ) = Λ(S, λ, 1, 1, 1).

We note that the algebra (category) B(λ)(2) is isomorphic to the duplicated
algebra [
B(λ) 0
D(B(λ)) B(λ)
]
=
{[
b1 0
f b2
] ∣∣∣ b1, b2 ∈ B(λ), f ∈ D(B(λ))}
of B(λ).
The next two propositions describe some distinguished properties of the tetra-
hedral algebras Λ(S, λ), λ ∈ K∗.
Proposition 6.3. For any λ ∈ K \ {0, 1} the following statements hold:
(i) Λ(S, λ) is an algebra of polynomial growth.
(ii) Λ(S, λ) is a periodic algebra of period 4.
(iii) The simple modules in modΛ(S, λ) are periodic of period 4.
(iv) The simple modules in modΛ(S, λ) lie in six pairwise different stable tubes of
rank 2 of ΓΛ(S(λ)).
Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that Λ(S, λ) is isomorphic to the trivial extension
algebra T(B(λ)). We identify Λ(S, λ) and T(B(λ)). Since λ ∈ K \ {0, 1}, the alge-
bra B(λ) is a tubular algebra of tubular type (2, 2, 2, 2), and T(B(λ)) is the orbit
algebra B̂(λ)/(ν
B̂(λ)
). Then, applying the results of [66, Section 3], we conclude
that T(B(λ)) is an algebra of polynomial growth and the six pairwise nonisomor-
phic indecomposable projective-injective T(B(λ))-modules P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, at
the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, lie in six pairwise different components C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6
of ΓT(B(λ)) such that their stable parts C
s
1 , C
s
2 , C
s
3 , C
s
4 , C
s
5 , C
s
6 are stable tubes of rank
2 and do not contain simple modules. Further, since T(B(λ)) is a symmetric alge-
bra, the six pairwise nonisomorphic simple T(B(λ))-modules S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6,
at the vertices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, are the socles of the modules P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, re-
spectively. Observe also that Pi/Si belongs to Ci, for any i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Then
Si = ΩT(B(λ))(Pi/Si) belongs to a component Ti such that T
s
i = ΩT(B(λ))(C
s
i ),
for any i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. Hence, we obtain that T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6 are pairwise
different stable tubes of rank 2 containing the simple modules S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6,
respectively. We also note that τT(B(λ)) = Ω
2
T(B(λ)), because T(B(λ)) is a sym-
metric algebra. Therefore, the simple modules S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 are periodic
modules of periodic 4.
We will prove now that T (B(λ)) is periodic as an algebra, of period 4. Consider
the cyclic group H of automorphisms of the algebra T(B(λ)) = Λ(S, λ) generated
by the automorphism h given by the following cyclic rotations of the vertices and
arrows of the quiver Q(S, ~T ) from Example 6.1
(1 6 3), (4 2 5), (ν µ α), (β ε η), (γ ̺ ξ), (δ ω σ).
Then H is of order 3 and acts freely on the set of primitive idempotents of Λ(S, λ)
corresponding to the vertices of Q(S, ~T ). Further, the orbit algebra Λ(S, λ)/H =
T(B(λ))/H is isomorphic to the algebra Λ′3(λ) from [8, Section 6], given by the
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quiver
1α
$$ σ // 2
γ
oo βdd
and the relations
α2 = σγ, γσ = λβ2, γα = βγ, ασ = σβ.
We note that the above relations imply the zero relations
γα2 = 0, α2σ = 0, σβ2 = 0, β2γ = 0,
ασβ = 0, βγα = 0, σγσ = 0, γσγ = 0,
because λ ∈ K \ {0, 1}. It has been proved in [8, Proposition 7.1] that Λ′3(λ) is a
periodic algebra of period 4. Since the order of H is coprime to 4, it follows from
[24, Theorem 3.7] that Λ(S, λ) = T(B(λ)) is also a periodic algebra of period 4. 
Proposition 6.4. The algebra Λ(S, 1) is a tame algebra of non-polynomial growth
and there exist three pairwise different components C1, C3, C5 in ΓΛ(S,1) having the
following properties:
(i) For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, Cr is isomorphic to the stable translation quiver ZD∞.
(ii) For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, the component Cr contains a full translation subquiver
of the form
τΛ(S,1)Sr
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
Sr
Mr
99sssssss
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
τΛ(S,1)Sr+1
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
Sr+1
where Sr and Sr+1 are the simple Λ(S, 1)-modules at the vertices r and r+1.
In particular, Λ(S, 1) does not have a simple periodic module, and hence Λ(S, 1) is
not a periodic algebra.
Proof. We identify Λ(S, 1) = T(B(1)) = B̂(1)/(ν
B̂(1)
) using Lemma 6.2. Consider
the Galois covering F : B̂(1)→ B̂(1)/(ν
B̂(1)
) = T(B(1)) and the push-down functor
Fλ : mod B̂(1)→ modT(B(1)) induced by F . It follows from [44, Theorem 3.6] that
Fλ preserves the projective modules and almost split sequences. Recall that B(1)
is the pg-critical algebra (30) from [67, Theorem 3.2], and hence is a tame algebra
of non-polynomial growth, by [67, Proposition 3.1]. Then the trivial extension
algebra T(B(1)) is of non-polynomial growth, because B(1) is a quotient algebra
of T(B(1)). Then, applying Proposition 5.8, we conclude that Λ(S, 1) = T(B(1))
is a tame algebra of non-polynomial growth.
Consider now the full convex subcategory B(1)(2) of B̂(1) presented in the proof
of Lemma 6.2. For each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, we denote by S∗i the simple B̂(1)-
module at the vertex i, and by P ′i the indecomposable projective B̂(1)-module at
the vertex i′. Then, for each i ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, Si = Fλ(S
∗
i ) is the simple T(B(1))-
module and Pi = Fλ(P
′
i ) the indecomposable projective T(B(1))-module the vertex
i. Applying [67, Theorem 6.1], we conclude that the Auslander-Reiten quiver Γ
B̂(1)
of B̂(1) admits three pairwise different components D2,D4,D6 having the following
properties:
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• For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, the stable part Dsr+1 of Dr+1 is isomorphic to the
translation quiver ZD∞.
• For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, the component Dr+1 does not contain a simple
module.
• For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, the component Dr+1 contains a full translation sub-
quiver of the form
P ′r
''PP
PPP
PPP
P
radP ′r
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
❖
P ′r/S
∗
r
H ′r
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
''PP
PPP
PPP
P
radP ′r+1
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
P ′r+1/S
∗
r+1
P ′r+1
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
where radP ′r/S
∗
r = Hr = radP
′
r+1/S
∗
r+1.
Then, applying the push-down functor Fλ : mod B̂(1) → modT(B(1)), we con-
clude that the Auslander-Reiten quiver ΓT(B(1)) of T(B(1)) admits three pairwise
different components C2 = Fλ(D2), C4 = Fλ(D4), C6 = Fλ(D6), having the following
properties:
• For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, the stable part Csr+1 of Cr+1 is isomorphic to the
translation quiver ZD∞.
• For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, the component Cr+1 does not contain a simple mod-
ule.
• For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, the component Cr+1 contains a full translation sub-
quiver of the form
Pr
((PP
PPP
PPP
P
radPr
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
Pr/Sr
Hr
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
((PP
PPP
PPP
P
radPr+1
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
Pr+1/Sr+1
Pr+1
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
where radPr/Sr = Hr = radPr+1/Sr+1.
Observe that C2, C4, C6 are all components of ΓT(B(1)) containing projective mod-
ules, and do not contain simple modules. For each r ∈ {1, 3, 5}, let Cr be the
component of ΓT(B(1)) such that C
s
r = ΩT(B(1))(C
s
r+1). Then, for each r ∈ {1, 3, 5},
Csr is isomorphic to the translation quiver ZD∞, and Cr contains a full translation
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subquiver of the form
τT(B(1))Sr
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖❖
Sr
Mr
99sssssss
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
τT(B(1))Sr+1
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Sr+1
where Mr = ΩT(B(1))(Hr). Clearly, C1, C3, C5 are pairwise different components of
ΓT(B(1)), and different from the components C2, C4, C6. In particular, we conclude
that C1 = C
s
1 , C3 = C
s
3 , C5 = C
s
5 . 
We note also the following common property of all algebras Λ(S, λ), λ ∈ K∗.
Proposition 6.5. Let λ ∈ K∗. Then all uniserial modules of length 2 in modΛ(S, λ)
are periodic of period 4 and form the mouth of six pairwise different stable tubes of
rank 2 in ΓΛ(S,λ).
Proof. For each arrow θ in the quiver Q(S, ~T ) of Λ(S, λ) we denote by Uθ the
uniserial module of length 2 in modΛ(S, λ) whose top is the simple module Ss(θ)
at s(θ) and the socle is the simple module St(θ) at t(θ). One checks directly that
Ω2Λ(S,λ)(Uθ) = Ufgfθ. Moreover, we have fgfθ 6= θ, and fgf
2gfθ = θ. Hence,
the uniserial modules Uθ and Ufgfθ are periodic of period 4 and form the mouth
of a stable tube of rank 2 in ΓΛ(S,λ) (recall that τΛ(S,λ) = Ω
2
Λ(S,λ)). Observe also
that every uniserial module of length 2 in modΛ(S, λ) is of the form Uθ for some
arrow θ in Q(S, ~T ). In fact, for each arrows θ in Q(S, ~T ) the uniserial module Uθ is
isomorphic to the module πg(π)Λ(S, λ) with π = g−2(θ), described in Lemma 5.5.

The Gabriel quiver of a tetrahedral algebra has the following characterization:
Lemma 6.6. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least three vertices. The
following statements are equivalent:
(i) (Q, f) is the tetrahedral triangulation quiver.
(ii) For any arrow α in Q1, we have nα = 3.
(iii) g3 is the identity on Q1.
(iv) There is an arrow β in Q1 such that nβ = 3, nβ¯ = 3, nf(β) = 3, nf(β¯) = 3.
Proof. The implications (i)⇒ (ii)⇒ (iii) and (ii)⇒ (iv) are obvious. We will prove
first that (iii) implies (ii).
Assume that g3 is the identity on Q1. Suppose that Q1 contains a loop
aα
$$
.
Since Q is a 2-regular connected quiver with at least three vertices, and since α
belongs to a 3-cycle of either f or g, it contains a subquiver
aα
$$
β
''
b
γ
gg
and one of the two cases hold:
(1) f(α) = α, g(α) = β, g(β) = γ, g(γ) = α;
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(2) f(α) = β, f(β) = γ, f(γ) = α, g(α) = α.
In case (1), we obtain f(γ) = β, and hence f(β) = f2(γ), so this is a loop at b
since f3(γ) = γ. In case (2), we obtain g(γ) = β, and hence g(β) = g2(γ) which is
again a loop at b since g3(γ) = γ. Thus, in the both cases, Q is a quiver with two
vertices, a contradiction. Hence, Q has no loops, and the statement (ii) holds.
It remains to show that (iv) implies (i). Assume that β is an arrow in Q1 such
that nβ = 3, nβ¯ = 3, nf(β) = 3, nf(β¯) = 3. We prove statement (i) in several steps.
We first claim that β, β¯, f(β), f(β¯) are not loops. Suppose that β is a loop.
Then Q contains a subquiver of the form
aβ
$$
γ
''
b
σ
gg
with a 6= b, g(β) = γ, g(γ) = σ, g(σ) = β. Then f(β) = β and f(σ) = γ. Since
f3(σ) = σ we have f(γ) = f2(σ) and this is a loop at b, and consequently Q has
only two vertices, a contradiction. Similarly, we conclude that β¯, f(β), f(β¯) are
not loops.
We claim now that β, β¯, f(β), f(β¯) do not belong to 2-cycles. Suppose that β
belongs to a 2-cycle
a
β
''
b
γ
gg .
Then γ = f(β) or γ = g(β). Since f3(β) = β and g3(β) = β we infer that
f(γ) = f2(β) or g(γ) = g2(β) and hence is a loop. This is a contradiction because
such a loop is equal to β¯. We note also that f(β) = g(β) and f(β¯) = g(β¯), and
hence n
f(β) = nβ = 3, nf(β¯) = nβ¯ = 3. Then we conclude that β¯, f(β), f(β¯) do
not belong to 2-cycles.
In the next step, we prove that β , β¯, f(β), f(β¯) are not part of double arrows.
Suppose that Q has double arrow
a
β //
β¯
// b .
Note that f(β) 6= f(β¯) and therefore they are the arrows starting at b, and similarly
f2(β) and f2(β¯) are the arrows ending at a.
Now g(β) 6= g(β¯), and these also start at b. Since g(β) 6= f(β), we must have
f(β) = g(β¯) and f(β¯) = g(β).
Since nβ = 3, the arrow g
2(β) ends at a and therefore it must be one of
f2(β) or f2(β¯). Similarly g2(β¯) ends at a. Now g2(β) 6= g2(β¯) and therefore
{f2(β), f2(β¯)} = {g2(β), g2(β¯)}. If g2(β) = f2(β) then f(g2(β)) = f3(β) = β. But
then
g(g2(β)) = f(g2(β)) = β¯
and nβ > 3, a contradiction. So we can only have g
2(β) = f2(β¯). This means
that if γ := f(β¯) = g(β), then we have g(γ) = f(γ) which also is a contradiction.
Similarly one shows that f(β) and fβ¯) are not double arrows.
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Summing up, we conclude that Q contains a subquiver of the form
1
2 3
4 5
6
δ
ε
̺ σ
γ
β ξ
η
ω
where ε = g(β), η = g(ε), β = g(η), and the shaded triangles denote the f -orbits
of the arrows β, ε, η. Observe that ξ = g(δ), γ = g(ω), ̺ = g(σ). Moreover, we
have γ = β¯, ̺ = f(β), δ = f(β¯). Hence, by the imposed assumption, there exist
arrows α, ν, µ in Q1 with t(α) = 1 = s(ν), t(ν) = 6 = s(µ), t(µ) = 3 = s(α) such
that g(α) = δ, g(ν) = ω, g(µ) = σ. Obviously, then f(α) = ν, f(ν) = µ, f(µ) = α.
Therefore, (Q, f) is the required tetrahedral triangulation quiver. 
An algebra Λ(S, a, b, c, d) for a, b, c, d ∈ K∗ with abcd = 1 is said to be a singular
tetrahedral algebra. It follows from Lemma 6.2 and Proposition 6.4 that the sin-
gular tetrahedral algebras do not have periodic simple modules, and hence are not
periodic algebras. We will prove in the next section that all other weighted sur-
face algebras are periodic algebras. We also mention that the tetrahedral algebras
Λ(S, a, b, c, d) with abcd 6= 1 are all weighted surface algebras of polynomial growth.
We would like to stress that, starting from the triangulation quiver Q(S, ~T )
defined in Example 6.1 and taking weight functions with value different from 1
on some g-orbits, we may create infinitely many weighted surface algebras which
are not isomorphic to the tetrahedral algebras, discussed above. Similarly, we may
create infinitely many new weighted surface algebras by changing the orientation
of triangles in the tetrahedral triangulation of the sphere. The following example
shows that we obtain new algebras even if the weight function takes value 1 on all
g-orbits.
Example 6.7. Let T be the tetrahedral triangulation of the sphere S
• •
•
•
3 6
2
5 4
1
and ~T the orientation
(1 4 5), (2 5 3), (2 6 4), (1 6 3)
of triangles in T , obtained from the coherent orientation of triangles in T consid-
ered in Example 6.1 by changing the orientation of one triangle on the opposite
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orientation, and keeping the orientations of all other triangles unchanged. Then
the associated triangulation quiver Q(S, ~T ) is of the form
1
2 3
4 5
6
ν
µ
α
δ
ε
̺ σ
γ
β ξ
η
ω
Then we have only two g-orbits of arrows in Q(S, ~T )
O(β) = {β, ε = gβ, δ = g2β, ν = g3β, ω = g4β, η = g5β, ξ = g6β, α = g7β, γ = g8β},
O(̺) = {̺, µ = g̺, σ = g2̺}.
Moreover, let m• : O(g) → N
∗ be the weight function taking the value 1 on each
g-orbit in O(g), c• : O(g) → K
∗ a parameter function, and a = cO(β), b = cO(̺).
Then the associated algebra Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) is given by the above quiver Q(S, ~T )
and the relations
ηδ = aβεδνωηξα, δγ = aξαγβεδνω, γη = aνωηξαγβε,
̺ω = aεδνωηξαγ, ωβ = bµσ, β̺ = aηξαγβεδν,
σε = aαγβεδνωη, εξ = b̺µ, ξσ = aδνωηξαγβ,
αν = bσ̺, νµ = aγβεδνωηξ, µα = aωηξαγβεδ,
ηδν = 0, δγβ = 0, γηξ = 0,
̺ωη = 0, ωβε = 0, β̺µ = 0,
σεδ = 0, εξα = 0, ξσ̺ = 0,
ανω = 0, νµσ = 0, µαγ = 0.
Observe that this algebra Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) is not isomorphic to a tetrahedral algebra.
We will prove in Section 10 that Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) is a tame algebra of non-polynomial
growth. It is also known that derived equivalence of self-injective algebras preserves
the representation type (see [57, 58, 70]). Hence it follows from Proposition 6.3 that
Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) is not derived equivalent to a non-singular tetrahedral algebra. We
will show in Section 7 that Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) is a periodic algebra. Then, applying
Proposition 6.4, we conclude that Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) is not derived equivalent to a sin-
gular tetrahedral algebra, because periodicity of algebras is invariant under derived
equivalence (see [34, 71]). This shows that changing orientation of one triangle in a
directed triangulated surface may lead to a non-derived equivalent weighted surface
algebra.
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7. Periodicity of weighted surface algebras
In this section we will prove that every weighted surface algebra with at least
three simple modules, not isomorphic to a tetrahedral algebra, is a periodic algebra
of period 4. We note that, by Propositions 6.3 and 6.4, a tetrahedral algebra
Λ(S, λ), λ ∈ K∗, is a periodic algebra if and only if Λ(S, λ) is nonsingular (λ 6= 1).
Moreover, for λ ∈ K \ {0, 1} the algebra has period 4.
Throughout this section, we fix Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) for a triangulation quiver
(Q, f) with at least three vertices, a weight function m• : O(g)→ N
∗ and a param-
eter function c• : O(g) → K
∗. Moreover, we assume that Λ is not a tetrahedral
algebra.
We start by describing minimal projective resolutions of simple modules in
modΛ.
Proposition 7.1. Let i be a vertex of Q and α, α¯ the arrows of Q starting at i.
Then there is an exact sequence in modΛ
0→ Si → Pi
π3−→ Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯))
π2−→ Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯)
π1−→ Pi → Si → 0,
which give rise to a minimal projective resolution of Si in modΛ. In particular, Si
is a periodic module of period 4.
Proof. We take for Si the simple quotient of Pi = eiΛ, and then ΩΛ(Si) can be
identified with radPi = αΛ+ α¯Λ. We define the homomorphism of right Λ-modules
π1 : Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯) → Pi
by π1(x, y) = αx+ α¯y for x ∈ Pt(α) and y ∈ Pt(α¯). Clearly, π1 induces a projective
cover of radPi = ΩΛ(Si) and its kernel is isomorphic to Ω
2
Λ(Si). We know the
dimension of Ω2Λ(Si). Namely, using the projective cover π1 and Corollary 5.6, we
obtain the equalities
dimK Ω
2
Λ(Si) = dimK Pt(α) + dimK Pt(α¯) − (dimK Pi − 1)
= mf(α)nf(α) +mg(α)ng(α) +mf(α¯)nf(α¯) +mg(α¯)ng(α¯) −mαnα
−mα¯nα¯ + 1
= mf(α)nf(α) +mf(α¯)nf(α¯) + 1,
because mg(α) = mα, ng(α) = nα , mg(α¯) = mα¯, ng(α¯) = nα¯.
Consider the elements in Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯)
ϕ =
(
f(α),−cα¯A
′
α¯
)
and ψ =
(
− cαA
′
α, f(α¯)
)
.
Observe that
π1(ϕ) = αf(α)− cα¯α¯A
′
α¯ = αf(α) − cα¯Aα¯ = 0,
π1(ψ) = −cααA
′
α + α¯f(α¯) = −cαAα + α¯f(α¯) = 0,
and hence ϕ, ψ belong to Kerπ1 = Ω
2
Λ(Si). We note that ϕ and ψ are independent
modulo the radical, even in the case when A′α¯ or A
′
α is an arrow. Indeed, if A
′
α¯
(respectively, A′α) is an arrow then A
′
α¯ = g(α¯) (respectively, A
′
α = g(α)), and is
linearly independent from f(α¯) (respectively, f(α)). We find the intersection of ϕΛ
and ψΛ. Note that
ϕf2(α) =
(
f(α)f2(α),−cα¯A
′
α¯f
2(α)
)
=
(
f(α)f2(α),−cα¯Ag(α¯)
)
,
ψf2(α¯) =
(
− cαA
′
αf
2(α¯), f(α¯)f2(α¯)
)
=
(
− cαAg(α), f(α¯)f
2(α¯)
)
,
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by Lemma 5.3 (v). Moreover, we have g(α) = f(α), g(α¯) = f(α¯), cα = cg(α)
cα¯ = cg(α¯). Hence we conclude that ϕf
2(α) = −ψf2(α¯). It follows from Lem-
mas 5.3 and 5.4 that f(α)f2(α)f3(α) = cf(α)Bf(α) is a non-zero element of the
socle of Pt(α) = Ps(f(α)) and f(α¯)f
2(α¯)f3(α¯) = cf(α¯)Bf(α¯) is a non-zero element
of the socle of Pt(α¯) = Ps(f(α¯)). On the other hand, we have −cαAg(α)g(f
2(α)) =
f(α)f2(α)g(f2(α)) = 0, −cα¯Ag(α¯)g(f
2(α¯)) = f(α¯)f2(α¯)g(f2(α¯)) = 0, and g(f2(α)) =
f3(α¯), g(f2(α¯)) = f3(α). Hence, the socle of Pt(α)⊕Pt(α¯) is contained in ϕΛ∩ψΛ.
In particular, we have that dimK(ϕΛ∩ψΛ) ≥ 3, because ϕf
2(α) = −ψf2(α¯) is not
in the socle of Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯). We claim that dimK(ϕΛ ∩ ψΛ) = 3. Suppose that
dimK(ϕΛ ∩ ψΛ) ≥ 4. Observe that if A
′
α (respectively, A
′
α¯) is not an arrow, then
it follows from Lemma 5.5 (i) that A′αg(f(α¯)) = 0, (respectively, A
′
α¯g(f(α)) = 0),
and consequently dimK(ϕΛ ∩ ψΛ) = 3. Suppose that dimK(ϕΛ ∩ ψΛ) ≥ 4. Then
A′α and A
′
α¯ are arrows, and hence A
′
α = g(α) and A
′
α¯ = g(α¯). Observe that then
nα = 3, nα¯ = 3, f(g(α)) = g(f(α¯)), f(g(α¯)) = g(f(α)). Moreover, there exists an
element a ∈ K∗ such that ϕg(f(α)) = aψg(f(α¯)). Then we obtain the equalities
f(α)g
(
f(α)
)
= −acαA
′
αg
(
f(α¯)
)
= −acαg(α)g
(
f(α¯)
)
= −acαg(α)f
(
g(α)
)
,
af(α¯)g
(
f(α¯)
)
= −cα¯A
′
α¯g
(
f(α)
)
= −cα¯g(α¯)g
(
f(α)
)
= −cα¯g(α¯)f
(
g(α¯)
)
.
In particular, we conclude t(f(g(α))) = t(g(f(α))) and t(f(g(α¯))) = t(g(f(α¯))),
and so nf(α) = 3 and nf(α¯) = 3. Then we conclude that nα = 3, nα¯ = 3, nf(α) = 3,
nf(α¯) = 3. Hence, applying Lemma 6.6, we conclude that (Q, f) is the tetrahe-
dral triangulation quiver, a contradiction. Therefore, indeed dimK(ϕΛ ∩ ψΛ) = 3.
Further, we have the equalities
dimK ϕΛ = dimK f(α)Λ + dimK soc(Pt(α¯)) = mf(α)nf(α) + 2,
dimK ψΛ = dimK f(α¯)Λ + dimK soc(Pt(α)) = mf(α¯)nf(α¯) + 2.
Then we conclude that
dimK(ϕΛ + ψΛ) = dimK ϕΛ + dimK ψΛ− dimK(ϕΛ ∩ ψΛ)
= mf(α)nf(α) +mf(α¯)nf(α¯) + 1.
Since ϕΛ + ψΛ is contained in Kerπ1 = Ω
2
Λ(Si), comparing the dimensions, we
conclude that Ω2Λ(Si) = ϕΛ + ψΛ. Hence we have found generators of Ω
2
Λ(Si). In
particular, we conclude that a projective cover of Ω2Λ(Si) in modΛ is induced by
the homomorphism of right Λ-modules
π2 : Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯)) → Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯)
given by π2(u, v) = ϕu + ψv for u ∈ Pt(f(α)) and v ∈ Pt(f(α¯)). We have seen
that ϕf2(α) = −ψf2(α¯). This shows that the element in Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯)) =
Ps(f2(α)) ⊕ Ps(f2(α¯))
θ =
(
f2(α), f2(α¯)
)
lies in Kerπ2 = Ω
3
Λ(Si). We may calculate the dimension of Ω
3
Λ(Si) as follows
dimK Ω
3
Λ(Si) = dimK Ps(f2(α)) + dimK Ps(f2(α¯)) − dimK Ω
2
Λ(Si)
= mf2(α)nf2(α) +mg(f(α))ng(f(α)) +mf2(α¯)nf2(α¯) +mg(f(α¯))ng(f(α¯))
−mf(α)nf(α) −mf(α¯)nf(α¯) − 1
= mf2(α)nf2(α) +mf2(α¯)nf2(α¯) − 1,
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because mg(f(α)) = mf(α), ng(f(α)) = nf(α), mg(f(α¯)) = mf(α¯), ng(f(α¯)) = nf(α¯).
Applying Corollary 5.6 to the opposite algebra Λop we conclude that dimK Λei =
mf2(α)nf2(α)+mf2(α¯)nf2(α¯). Since Λ is a symmetric algebra, we have Pi ∼= D(Λei)
in modΛ, and hence dimK Pi = mf2(α)nf2(α)+mf2(α¯)nf2(α¯). Hence we obtain that
dimK Ω
3
Λ(Si) = dimK Pi − 1. Consider now the homomorphism of right Λ-modules
π3 : Pi → Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯))
given by π3(z) = θz for any z ∈ Pi. Clearly, π3 induces a projective cover of Ω
3
Λ(Si)
in modΛ. Moreover, Kerπ3 = Si = soc(Pi), because dimK Ω
3
Λ(Si) = dimK(Pi/Si).
In particular, we have Ω4Λ(Si)
∼= Si and Ω
j
Λ(Si) ≇ Si for any j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. This
finishes the proof. 
We would like to mention that Proposition 7.1 holds also for any non-singular
tetrahedral algebra Λ(S, a, b, c, d), which can be checked directly. On the other
hand, for a singular tetrahedral algebra Λ = Λ(S, a, b, c, d), the proof given above
is incorrect because we have dimK(ϕΛ ∩ ψΛ) = 4 (instead of 3). Clearly, it is also
impossible by Proposition 6.4.
The next aim is to construct the first steps of a minimal projective bimodule
resolution of Λ. Then we will show that Ω4Λ(Λ)
∼= Λ in modΛe. We shall use the
notation introduced in Section 3. Recall the first few steps of a minimal projective
resolution of Λ in modΛe,
P3
S
−→ P2
R
−→ P1
d
−→ P0
d0−→ Λ→ 0
where
P0 =
⊕
i∈Q0
P (i, i) =
⊕
i∈Q0
Λei ⊗ eiΛ,
P1 =
⊕
α∈Q1
P
(
s(α), t(α)
)
=
⊕
α∈Q1
Λes(α) ⊗ et(α)Λ,
the homomorphism d0 is defined by d0(ei ⊗ ei) = ei for all i ∈ Q0, and the homo-
morphism d : P1 → P0 is defined by
d
(
es(α) ⊗ et(α)
)
= α⊗ et(α) − es(α) ⊗ α
for any arrow α in Q1 (see Lemma 3.3). In particular, we have Ω
1
Λ(Λ) = Ker d0 and
Ω2Λ(Λ) = Ker d. We define now the homomorphism R : P2 → P1. For each arrow
α, consider the element in KQ
µα := αf(α) − cα¯Aα¯.
Note that µα = es(α)µαet(f(α)). It follows from Propositions 3.1 and 7.1 that P2 is
of the form
P2 =
⊕
α∈Q1
P
(
s(α), t(f(α))
)
=
⊕
α∈Q1
Λes(α) ⊗ et(f(α))Λ.
We define the homomorphism R : P2 → P1 in modΛ
e by
R
(
es(α) ⊗ et(f(α))
)
= ̺(µα)
for any arrow α in Q1, where ̺ : KQ→ P1 is the K-linear homomorphism defined
in Section 3. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that ImR ⊆ Kerd.
Lemma 7.2. The homomorphism R : P2 → P1 induces a projective cover Ω
2
Λe(Λ)
in modΛe. In particular, we have Ω3Λe(Λ) = KerR.
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Proof. We know that radΛe = radΛop⊗Λ+Λop⊗radΛ (see [78, Corollary IV.11.4]).
It follows from the definition that the generators ̺(µα), α ∈ Q1, of the image R
are elements of radP1 which are linearly independent in radP1/ rad
2 P1. Moreover,
the form of P2 tells us where the generators of Ω
2
Λe(Λ) = Ker d must be. Then
we conclude that ̺(µα), α ∈ Q1, form a minimal set of generators of the right
Λe-module Ω2Λe(Λ). Summing up, we obtain that R : P2 → Ω
2
Λe(Λ) is a projective
cover of Ω2Λe(Λ) in modΛ
e. 
By Propositions 3.1 and 7.1 we have that P3 is of the form
P3 =
⊕
i∈Q0
P (i, i) =
⊕
i∈Q0
Λei ⊗ eiΛ.
For each vertex i ∈ Q0, consider the following element of P2
ψi =
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α))
)
f2(α) +
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α¯))
)
f2(α¯)− α
(
et(α) ⊗ ei
)
− α¯
(
et(α¯) ⊗ ei
)
=
(
es(α) ⊗ et(f(α))
)
f2(α) +
(
es(α¯) ⊗ et(f(α¯))
)
f2(α¯)− α
(
es(f(α)) ⊗ et(f2(α))
)
− α¯
(
es(f(α¯)) ⊗ et(f2(α¯))
)
,
where α and α¯ are the arrows starting at vertex i. Then we define the homomor-
phism S : P3 → P2 in modΛ
e by
S(ei ⊗ ei) = ψi
for any vertex i ∈ Q0.
Lemma 7.3. The homomorphism S : P3 → P2 induces a projective cover of Ω
3
Λe(Λ)
in modΛe. In particular, we have Ω4Λe(Λ) = KerS.
Proof. We will prove first that R(ψi) = 0 for any i ∈ Q0. Fix a vertex i ∈ Q0.
Then we have the equalities in P1
R(ψi) = ̺(µα)f
2(α) + ̺(µα¯)f
2(α¯)− α̺
(
µf(α)
)
− α¯̺
(
µf(α¯)
)
=
(
̺
(
αf(α)
)
− cα¯̺(Aα¯)
)
f2(α) +
(
̺
(
α¯f(α¯)
)
− cα̺(Aα)
)
f2(α¯)
− α
(
̺
(
f(α)f2(α)
)
− c
f(α)̺
(
A
f(α)
))
− α¯
(
̺
(
f(α¯)f2(α¯)
)
− c
f(α¯)̺
(
A
f(α¯)
))
= ̺
(
αf(α)
)
f2(α) + ̺
(
α¯f(α¯)
)
f2(α¯)− α̺
(
f(α)f2(α)
)
− α¯̺
(
f(α¯)f2(α¯)
)
− cα¯̺(Aα¯)f
2(α)− cα̺(Aα)f
2(α¯) + cαα̺
(
Ag(α)
)
+ cα¯α¯̺
(
Ag(α¯)
)
= ei ⊗ f(α)f
2(α) + α⊗ f2(α) + ei ⊗ f(α¯)f
2(α¯) + α¯⊗ f2(α¯)
− α⊗ f2(α) − αf(α)⊗ ei − α¯⊗ f
2(α¯)− α¯f(α¯)⊗ ei
− cα¯̺(Aα¯)f
2(α)− cα̺(Aα)f
2(α¯) + cαα̺
(
Ag(α)
)
+ cα¯α¯̺
(
Ag(α¯)
)
= cα
(
ei ⊗ Ag(α) + α̺
(
Ag(α)
)
− ̺(Aα)f
2(α¯)−Aα ⊗ ei
)
+ cα¯
(
ei ⊗Ag(α¯) + α¯̺
(
Ag(α¯)
)
− ̺(Aα¯)f
2(α) −Aα¯ ⊗ ei
)
= 0,
because f2(α¯) = gnα−1(α) and f2(α) = gnα¯−1(α¯). Hence ImS ⊆ KerR. Further,
it follows from the definition that the generators ψi, i ∈ Q0, of the image of S
are elements of radP2 which are linearly independent in radP2/ rad
2 P2. Then we
conclude from the form of P2 that these elements form a minimal set of generators
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of KerR = Ω3Λe(Λ). Hence S : P3 → Ω
3
Λe(Λ) is a projective cover of Ω
3
Λe(Λ) in
modΛe. 
Theorem 7.4. There is an isomorphism Ω4Λe(Λ)
∼= Λ in modΛe. In particular, Λ
is a periodic algebra of period 4.
Proof. This is very similar to the proof of [33, Theorem 5.9]. For each vertex i ∈ Q0,
we denote by Bi the basis of eiΛ consisting of ei, all initial subwords of Aα and
Aα¯, and ωi = cαBα = cα¯Bα¯ (see Lemma 5.3 and Corollary 5.6). We note that ωi
generates the socle of eiΛ. Then B =
⋃
i∈Q0
Bi is a K-linear basis of Λ. In the proof
of Proposition 5.8, we have defined the symmetrizing K-linear form ϕ : Λ → K
which assigns to the coset u+ I of a path u in Q the element in K
ϕ(u + I) =
{
c−1α if u = Bα for an arrow α ∈ Q1,
0 otherwise,
where I = I(Q, f,m•, c•). Then, by general theory, we have the symmetrizing form
(−,−) : Λ × Λ → K such that (x, y) = ϕ(xy) for any x, y ∈ Λ. Observe that, for
any elements x ∈ Bi and y ∈ B, we have
(x, y) = the coefficient of ωi in xy,
when xy is expressed as a linear combination of the elements of eiB over K. Con-
sider also the dual basis B∗ = {b∗ | b ∈ B} of Λ such that (b, c∗) = δbc for b, c ∈ B.
Observe that, for x ∈ eiB and y ∈ B, the element (x, y) can only be non-zero if
y = yei. In particular, if b ∈ eiBej then b
∗ ∈ ejBei.
For each vertex i ∈ Q0, we define the element of P3
ξi =
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ b∗.
We note that ξi is independent of the basis of Λ (see [33, part (2a) on the page
119]). It follows from [33, part (2b) on the page 119] that, for any element a ∈
ei(radΛ)ej \ ei(radΛ)
2ej , we have
aξi = ξja.
Consider now the homomorphism
θ : Λ→ P3
in modΛe such that θ(ei) = ξi for any i ∈ Q0. Then θ(1Λ) =
∑
i∈Q0
ξi, and
consequently we have
a
( ∑
i∈Q0
ξi
)
= θ(a) =
( ∑
i∈Q0
ξi
)
a
for any element a ∈ Λ. We claim that θ is a monomorphism. It is enough to show
that θ is a monomorphism of right Λ-modules. We know that Λ =
⊕
i∈Q0
eiΛ and
each eiΛ has simple socle generated by ωi. For each i ∈ Q0, we have
θ(ωi) =
( ∑
j∈Q0
ξj
)
ωi = ξiωi =
∑
b∈Bi
(b ⊗ b∗)ωi =
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ b∗ωi = ωi ⊗ ωi 6= 0.
Hence the claim follows. Our next aim is to show that S(ξi) = 0 for any i ∈ Q0, or
equivalently, that Im θ ⊆ KerS = Ω4Λe(Λ). Applying arguments from [33, part (3)
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on the pages 119 and 120], we obtain that∑
b∈B
b(ar ⊗ as)b∗ =
∑
b∈B
b⊗ ar+sb∗
for all integers r, s ≥ 0 and any element a = epaeq in radΛ, with p, q ∈ Q0. In
particular, for each arrow α in Q1, we have∑
b∈B
bα⊗ b∗ =
∑
b∈B
b⊗ αb∗,
and hence ∑
b∈Bi
bα⊗ b∗ =
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ αb∗
for any i ∈ Q0. We note that every arrow β in Q occurs once as a left factor of
some ψj (with negative sign) and once a right factor of some ψk (with positive
sign), because β = f2(α) for a unique arrow α. Then, for any i ∈ Q0, the following
equalities hold
S(ξi) =
∑
b∈Bi
S(b⊗ b∗) =
∑
b∈Bi
∑
j∈Q0
S(bej ⊗ ejb
∗) =
∑
b∈Bi
∑
j∈Q0
bS(ej ⊗ ej)b
∗
=
∑
b∈Bi
∑
j∈Q0
bψjb
∗ =
∑
α∈Q1
[ ∑
b∈Bi
−(bα⊗ b∗) +
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ αb∗
]
= 0.
Hence, indeed Im θ ⊆ KerS = Ω4Λe(Λ), and we obtain a monomorphism θ : Λ →
Ω4Λe(Λ) in modΛ
e.
Finally, it follows from Theorem 2.4 and Proposition 3.1 that Ω4Λe(Λ)
∼= 1Λσ in
modΛe for some K-algebra automorphism σ of Λ. Then dimK Λ = dimK Ω
4
Λe(Λ),
and consequently θ is an isomorphism. Therefore, we have Ω4Λe(Λ)
∼= Λ in modΛe.
Clearly, then Λ is a periodic algebra of period 4. 
Corollary 7.5. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least four vertices, let
m• and c• be weight and parameter functions of (Q, f), and let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•)
be the associated weighted triangulation algebra. Then the Cartan matrix CΛ of Λ
is singular.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 2.5 and 7.4. 
8. Socle deformed weighted surface algebras
In this section we introduce socle deformations of weighted surface algebras of
surfaces with boundary, and describe their basic properties. We will show in the
next section that these algebras are periodic algebras of period 4.
Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least three vertices. A vertex i ∈ Q0
is said to be a border vertex of (Q, f) if there is a loop α at i with f(α) = α. If
so, then α¯ = g(α), α = f2(α) = gnα¯−1(α¯), and f2(α¯) = g−1(α). In particular, we
have nα = nα¯ ≥ 3, because |Q0| ≥ 3. Hence the loop α is uniquely determined
by the vertex i, and we call it a border loop of (Q, f). We also note that the
following equalities hold (see before Definition 5.1): αAα¯ = Bα = Aαf
2(α¯) and
α¯Ag(α¯) = Bα¯ = Aα¯α. We denote by ∂(Q, f) the set of all border vertices of (Q, f),
and call it the border of (Q, f). Observe that, if (S, ~T ) is a directed triangulated
surface with (Q(S, ~T ), f) = (Q, f), then the border vertices of (Q, f) correspond
bijectively to the boundary edges of the triangulation T of S. Hence, the border
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∂(Q, f) of (Q, f) is non-empty if and only if the boundary ∂S of S is not empty. A
function
b• : ∂(Q, f)→ K
is said to be a border function of (Q, f). Assume that ∂(Q, f) is not empty. Then,
for a weight function m• : O(g) → N
∗, a parameter function c• : O(g) → K
∗, and
a border function b• : ∂(Q, f)→ K, we may consider the bound quiver algebra
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•) = KQ/I(Q, f,m•, c•, b•),
where I(Q, f,m•, c•, b•) is the admissible ideal in the path algebra KQ of Q over
K generated by the elements:
(1) αf(α) − cα¯Aα¯, for all arrows α ∈ Q1 which are not border loops,
(2) α2 − cα¯Aα¯ − bs(α)Bα¯, for all border loops α ∈ Q1,
(3) βf(β)g(f(β)), for all arrows β ∈ Q1.
Then Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•) is said to be a socle deformed weighted triangulation algebra.
We note that if b• is a zero border function (bi = 0 for all i ∈ ∂(Q, f)) then
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•) = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). Moreover, if (Q, f) = Q(S, ~T ) for a directed
triangulated surface (S, ~T ) with non-empty boundary, then Λ(Q(S, ~T ),m•, c•, b•)
is said to be a socle deformed weighted surface algebra.
Proposition 8.1. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least three vertices
and ∂(Q, f) not empty, m•, c•, b• weight, parameter, border functions of (Q, f),
Λ¯ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•), and Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). Then the following hold:
(i) Λ¯ is a finite-dimensional algebra with dimK Λ¯ =
∑
O∈O(g)mOn
2
O.
(ii) Λ¯ is socle equivalent to Λ.
(iii) Λ¯ degenerates to Λ.
(iv) Λ¯ is a tame algebra.
(v) Λ¯ is a symmetric algebra.
(vi) The Cartan matrix CΛ¯ of Λ¯ is singular.
Proof. We abbreviate I¯ = I(Q, f,m•, c•, b•).
(i) Let i be a vertex of Q, and let α, α¯ be the arrows in Q with source i. Then the
indecomposable projective right Λ¯-module Pi = eiΛ¯ has basis given by ei, all initial
subwords of Aα and Aα¯, and cαBα = cα¯Bα¯, and hence dimK Pi = mαnα +mα¯nα¯.
Then we obtain
dimK Λ¯ =
∑
O∈O(g)
mOn
2
O.
(ii) We note that soc(Λ¯) and soc(Λ) are generated by the elements cαBα = cα¯Bα¯
for all arrows α in Q1, and Bα = Bα¯, cα = cα¯ = cg(α) for all loops α in Q1 with
s(α) ∈ ∂(Q, f). Therefore the algebras Λ¯/ soc(Λ¯) and Λ/ soc(Λ) are isomorphic.
Hence Λ¯ is socle equivalent to Λ.
(iii) For each t ∈ K, consider the bound quiver algebra Λ¯(t) = KQ/I¯(t), where
I¯(t) is the admissible ideal in the path algebra KQ of Q over K generated by the
elements:
(1) αf(α) − cα¯Aα¯, for all arrows α ∈ Q1 which are not border loops,
(2) α2 − cα¯Aα¯ − tbs(α)Bα¯, for all border loops α ∈ Q1,
(3) βf(β)g(f(β)), for all arrows β ∈ Q1.
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Then Λ¯(t), t ∈ K, is an algebraic family in the variety algd(K), with d = dimK Λ¯,
such that Λ¯(t) ∼= Λ¯(1) = Λ¯ for all t ∈ K∗ and Λ¯(0) ∼= Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). It follows
from Proposition 3.1 that Λ¯ degenerates to Λ.
(iv) Λ¯ is a tame algebra because Λ¯/ soc(Λ¯) ∼= Λ/ soc(Λ) and Λ is tame, by
Proposition 5.8. This also follows from Propositions 2.2 and 5.8.
(v) We define a symmetrizing form ϕ¯ : Λ¯→ K of Λ¯ = KQ/I¯ by assigning to the
coset u+ I¯ of a path u in Q the following element of K
ϕ¯(u+ I¯) =

c−1α if u = Bα for an arrow α ∈ Q1,
bic
−1
α if u = α
2 for some border loop α ∈ Q1,
0 otherwise.
We note that for a border loop α of (Q, f) we have Bα = Bα¯ and cα = cα¯.
Moreover, for any arrow β in Q1, we have βf(β)g(f(β)) = 0 and βg(β)f(g(β)) = 0
in Λ¯ (see Lemma 5.5). Hence, if α is a border loop, then α2α¯ = α2g(α) = 0 and
f2(α¯)α2 = g−1(α)α2 = g−1(α)g(g−1(α))f(g(g−1(α))) = 0.
(vi) This follows from (ii), (v), Corollary 7.5, and the fact that all weighted
triangulation algebras given by the triangulation quivers with three vertices and
non-empty border have singular Cartan matrices (see Examples 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and
5.10). 
We note that in general a selfinjective algebra which is socle equivalent to a
tame symmetric algebra, need not be symmetric (see [8, Theorems 6.4, 6.7, and
Proposition 6.8]).
Proposition 8.2. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at least three vertices
and ∂(Q, f) not empty, and m•, c•, b• weight, parameter, border functions of
(Q, f). Assume that K has characteristic different from 2. Then the algebras
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•) and Λ(Q, f,m•, c•) are isomorphic.
Proof. Since K has characteristic different from 2, for any vertex i ∈ ∂(Q, f) there
exists a unique element ai ∈ K such that bi = 2ai. Then we have an isomorphism
of K-algebras h : Λ(Q, f,m•, c•)→ Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•) such that
h(α) =
{
α for any arrow α ∈ Q1 which is not a border loop,
α− as(α)α
2 for any border loop α ∈ Q1.
We note that, if α is a border loop in Q1, then α
2g(α) = 0 and g−1(α)α2 = 0. 
Proposition 8.3. Let A be a basic, indecomposable. symmetric algebra with the
Grothendieck group K0(A) of rank at least 3 which is socle equivalent to a weighted
triangulated algebra Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). Then A is isomorphic to an algebra
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•) for some border function b• of (Q, f).
Proof. Let Λ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•), I = I(Q, f,m•, c•), and so Λ = KQ/I. Since A is
socle equivalent to Λ, there is a K-algebra isomorphism ϕ : A/ soc(A)→ Λ/ soc(Λ).
Then A is isomorphic to a bound quiver algebra KQ/J for an admissible ideal J of
KQ, because A is a basic algebra. Moreover, we may assume that ϕ(α) = α for any
arrow α in Q1. Because A is a symmetric algebra, each indecomposable projective
right A-module eiA has one-dimensional socle generated by an element ωi ∈ eiAei
such that ωi radA = 0. We have the following relations in A:
(1) αf(α) + soc(A) = cα¯Aα¯ + soc(A), for all arrows α ∈ Q1,
(2) βf(β)g(f(β)) ∈ soc(A), for all arrows β ∈ Q1.
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Let β be an arrow in Q1 and i = s(β). Then i = t(f
2(β)) 6= t(g(f(β))). Since
βf(β)g(f(β)) = eiβf(β)g(f(β)), we conclude that βf(β)g(f(β)) ∈ soc(eiA), and
hence βf(β)g(f(β)) = λωi for an element λ ∈ K. But then βf(β)g(f(β)) = 0
because ωi ∈ eiAei.
Take now an arrow α ∈ Q1, and let i = s(α). We know that αf(α) and Aα¯
are paths in Q from i to t(f(α)) = s(f2(α)) = gnα¯−1(α¯). Hence, we deduce that
αf(α) + soc(eiA) = cα¯Aα¯ + soc(eiA), and consequently αf(α) − cα¯Aα¯ = biωi
for some element bi ∈ K. We also note that if i /∈ ∂(Q, f) then i 6= t(f(α)),
and then we conclude as above that αf(α) = cα¯Aα¯. Clearly, for i ∈ ∂(Q, f), we
have αf(α) = cα¯Aα¯ + biωi. Moreover, in this case have Bα = Bα¯ and cα = cα¯,
because α¯ = g(α), so we may take ωi = Bα. Hence, we have the border function
b• : ∂(Q, f)→ K such that A is isomorphic to the algebra Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•). 
The above results show that it is worthwile to distinguish the weighted surface
(triangulation) algebras from the socle deformed weighted surface (triangulation)
algebras, occuring only in characteristic 2.
It may seem at the first sight that the notion of a socle deformed weighted
surface (triangulation) algebra is a special case of the notion of a triangulation
algebra defined in [63, Definition 5.16 and Proposition 7.4]. But it follows from
Theorem 4.11, [37, Main Theorem], and [63, Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 7.4] that
these two notions actually coincide.
We end this section with an example showing that there exist socle deformed
weighted surface algebras which are not isomorphic to a weighted surface algebra.
Example 8.4. Let (Q(S, ~T ), f) be the triangulation quiver
1ε
$$ α // 2 ηdd
β✠✠
✠✠
✠
3
µ
DD
γ
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺
with the f -orbits (α β γ), (ε), (η), (µ), considered in Examples 4.3 and 5.10. Then
O(g) consists of one g-orbit (α η β µ γ ε). Letm• : O(g)→ N be the weight function
with mO(g) = 1 and c• : O(g)→ K
∗ the parameter function with cO(g) = 1. Then
the associated weighted surface algebra Λ = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) is given by the
above quiver and the relations
αβ = εαηβµ, ε2 = αηβµγ, αβµ = 0, ε2α = 0,
βγ = ηβµγε, η2 = βµγεα, βγε = 0, η2β = 0,
γα = µγεαη, µ2 = γεαηβ, γαη = 0, µ2γ = 0.
Observe that the border ∂(Q(S, ~T ), f) of (Q(S, ~T ), f) is the set Q0 = {1, 2, 3}
of vertices of Q, and ε, η, µ are the border loops. Take now a border function
b• : ∂(Q(S, ~T ), f) → K. Then the associated socle deformed weighted surface
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algebra Λ¯ = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•, b•) is given by the above quiver and the relations
αβ = εαηβµ, ε2 = αηβµγ + b1αηβµγε, αβµ = 0, ε
2α = 0,
βγ = ηβµγε, η2 = βµγεα+ b2βµγεαη, βγε = 0, η
2β = 0,
γα = µγεαη, µ2 = γεαηβ + b3γεαηβµ, γαη = 0, µ
2γ = 0.
Assume thatK has characteristic 2 and b• is non-zero, say b1 6= 0. We claim that
the algebras Λ and Λ¯ are not isomorphic. Suppose that there is an isomorphism
h : Λ → Λ¯ of K-algebras. Then there exist elements r1, s1, t1, u1, v1, w1 ∈ K
∗ and
ri, si, ti, uj, vj , wj ∈ K, i ∈ {2, 3, 4}, j ∈ {2, 3}, such that
h(α) = r1α+ r2εα+ r3αη + r4εαη, h(ε) = u1ε+ u2ε
2 + u3ε
3,
h(β) = s1β + s2ηβ + s3βµ+ s4ηβµ, h(η) = v1η + v2η
2 + v3η
3,
h(γ) = t1γ + t2µγ + t3γε+ t4µγε, h(µ) = w1µ+ w2µ
2 + w3µ
3.
Observe that we have in Λ¯ the equalities
ε3 = ε(αηβµγ + b1αηβµγε) = εαηβµγ,
ε3 = (αηβµγ + b1αηβµγε)ε = αηβµγε.
Since K has characteristic 2, we conclude that the following equalities hold in Λ¯
u21αηβµγ + u
2
1b1αηβµγε = u
2
1ε
2 = h(ε)2
= h(ε2) = h(αηβµγ) = h(α)h(η)h(β)h(µ)h(γ)
= r1v1s1w1t1αηβµγ + r2v1s1w1t1εαηβµγ + r1v1s1w1t3αηβµγε
= r1v1s1w1t1αηβµγ + v1s1w1(r2t1 + r1t3)αηβµγε,
and hence u21 = r1v1s1w1t1 and u
2
1b1 = v1s1w1(r2t1+r1t3). In particular, we obtain
that r2t1 + r1t3 6= 0, because u1, b1, v1, s1, w1 ∈ K
∗, On the other hand, we have
the following equalities in Λ¯/(rad Λ¯)4
0 + (rad Λ¯)4 = h(µγεαη) + (rad Λ¯)4 = h(γα) + (rad Λ¯)4
= h(γ)h(α) + (rad Λ¯)4 = (r2t1 + r1t3)γεα+ (rad Λ¯)
4,
and hence r2t1 + r1t3 = 0, a contradiction. This proves that the algebras Λ and
Λ¯ are not isomorphic. We note that then, by Proposition 8.3, the algebra Λ¯ is not
isomorphic to any weighted surface algebra.
It would be interesting to know when, for K of characteristic 2, a socle deformed
weighted surface algebra is isomorphic to a weighted surface algebra.
9. Periodicity of socle deformed weighted surface algebras
In this section we prove that all socle deformed weighted surface algebras intro-
duced in the previous section are periodic algebras of period 4.
Assume that K has characteristic 2. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver with at
least three vertices and non-empty border ∂(Q, f). Moreover, let m• : O(g) → N
∗
be a weight function, c• : O(g)→ K
∗ a parameter function and b• : ∂(Q(S, ~T ), f)→
K a border function, which we assume to be non-zero. Moreover, let
Λ = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•) be the associated weighted triangulation algebra and
Λ¯ = Λ(Q(S, ~T ), f,m•, c•, b•) the associated socle deformed weighted triangulation
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algebra. We note that (Q, f) is not the tetrahedral triangulation quiver, because
∂(Q, f) is not empty.
We have the following analogue of Proposition 7.1.
Proposition 9.1. Let i be a vertex of Q and α, α¯ the arrows of Q starting at i.
Then there is in mod Λ¯ a short exact sequence
0→ Si → Pi
π3−→ Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯))
π2−→ Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯)
π1−→ Pi → Si → 0,
which give rise to a minimal projective resolution of Si in mod Λ¯. In particular, Si
is a periodic module of period 4.
Proof. If i is not a border vertex, the claim follows by arguments as in the proof
of Proposition 7.1. Therefore, assume that i ∈ ∂(Q, f). In this case, we have
α = f(α), α¯ = g(α), and hence cα = cα¯, Bα = Bα¯. We take for Si the simple
quotient of Pi = eiΛ¯, and hence ΩΛ¯(Si) is identified with radPi = αΛ¯ + α¯Λ¯. We
define, as in the proof of Proposition 7.1, the homomorphism of right Λ¯-modules
π1 : Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯) → Pi
by π1(x, y) = αx+ α¯y for x ∈ Pt(α), y ∈ Pt(α¯), and show that it induces a projective
cover of radPi = ΩΛ¯(Si) in mod Λ¯. In particular, we obtain that Ω
2
Λ¯
(Si) = Kerπ1.
Consider now the following elements in Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯) = Pi ⊕ Pt(α¯)
ϕ¯ =
(
f(α),−cα¯A
′
α¯ − biB
′
α¯
)
and ψ¯ =
(
− cαA
′
α − biAα, f(α¯)
)
,
where B′α¯ is the subpath of Bα¯ from t(α¯) to i of length mα¯nα¯− 1 = mαnα− 1 such
that α¯B′α¯ = Bα¯. Then we have the equalities
π1(ϕ¯) = α
2 − cα¯α¯A
′
α¯ − biα¯B
′
α¯ = α
2 − cα¯Aα¯ − biBα¯ = 0,
π1(ψ¯) = −cααA
′
α − biαAα + α¯f(α¯) = −cαAα + α¯f(α¯) = 0,
because αAα = α
2A′α = 0 due to α
2g(α) = αf(α)g(f(α)) = 0, and hence ϕ¯, ψ¯
belong to Kerπ1 = Ω
2
Λ¯
(Si). We have also the equalities
ϕ¯f2(α) = ϕ¯α =
(
α2,−cα¯A
′
α¯α− biB
′
α¯α
)
=
(
α2,−cα¯B
′
α¯
)
,
ψ¯f2(α¯) =
(
− cαA
′
αf
2(α¯)− biAαf
2(α¯), f(α¯)f2(α¯)
)
=
(
− cαAg(α) − biBα, f(α¯)f
2(α¯)
)
,
because B′α¯α = Af(α¯)α = c
−1
f(α¯)f(α¯)f
2(α¯)α = 0 due to the equality α = g(f2(α¯)).
Moreover, we have the equalities cα = cα¯, Ag(α) = Aα¯, Bα = Bα¯, cα¯ = cg(α¯),
B′α¯ = Ag(α¯), and g(α¯) = f(α¯). Hence we conclude that ϕ¯f
2(α) = −ψ¯f2(α¯). Recall
also that (Q, f) is not the tetrahedral triangulation quiver. Then, as in the proof
of Proposition 7.1, we conclude that dimK(ϕ¯Λ¯∩ ψ¯Λ¯) = 3, ϕ¯Λ¯ + ψ¯Λ¯ = Ω
2
Λ¯
(Si), and
the homomorphism of right Λ¯-modules
π2 : Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯)) → Pt(α) ⊕ Pt(α¯)
given by π2(u, v) = ϕ¯u + ψ¯v for u ∈ Pt(f(α)), and v ∈ Pt(f(α¯)) induces a projective
cover Ω2
Λ¯
(Si) in mod Λ¯. In particular, we obtain that Ω
3
Λ¯
(Si) = Kerπ2. Further,
since ϕ¯f2(α) = −ψ¯f2(α¯), the element
θ¯ =
(
f2(α), f2(α¯)
)
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of Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯)) = Ps(f2(α)) ⊕ Ps(f2(α¯)) lies in Kerπ2 = Ω
3
Λ¯
(Si). We may then
consider the homomorphism of right Λ¯-modules
π3 : Pi → Pt(f(α)) ⊕ Pt(f(α¯))
given by π3(z) = θ¯z for z ∈ Pi. Applying arguments as in the final part of the
proof of Proposition 7.1, we conclude that Kerπ3 = Si and that π3 induces a
projective cover of Ω3
Λ¯
(Si) in mod Λ¯. Hence Ω
4
Λ¯
(Si) = Kerπ3 = Si. Moreover, we
have Ωj
Λ¯
(Si) ≇ Si for any j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. This finishes the proof. 
We recall now the notation for the first few steps of a minimal projective reso-
lution of Λ¯ in mod Λ¯e
P3
S
−→ P2
R
−→ P1
d
−→ P0
d0−→ Λ¯→ 0,
where
P0 =
⊕
i∈Q0
P (i, i) =
⊕
i∈Q0
Λ¯ei ⊗ eiΛ¯,
P1 =
⊕
α∈Q1
P
(
s(α), t(α)
)
=
⊕
α∈Q1
Λ¯es(α) ⊗ et(α)Λ¯,
the homomorphism d0 : P0 → Λ¯ in mod Λ¯
e is defined by d0(ei ⊗ ei) = ei for all
i ∈ Q0, and the homomorphism d : P1 → P0 in mod Λ¯
e is defined by
d
(
es(α) ⊗ et(α)
)
= α⊗ et(α) − es(α) ⊗ α
for any arrow α in Q1. In particular, we have Ω
1
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) = Ker d0 and Ω
2
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) = Ker d.
It follows from Propositions 3.1 and 9.1 that P2 is of the form
P2 =
⊕
α∈Q1
P
(
s(α), t(f(α))
)
=
⊕
α∈Q1
Λ¯es(α) ⊗ et(f(α))Λ¯.
For each arrow α in Q1, we define the element µ¯α = es(α)µ¯αet(f(α)) as follows
µ¯α = αf(α)− cα¯Aα¯ if α is not a border loop,
µ¯α = α
2 − cα¯Aα¯ − biBα¯ if α is a border loop.
Then we define the homomorphism R : P2 → P1 in mod Λ¯
e by
R
(
es(α) ⊗ et(f(α))
)
= ̺(µ¯α)
for any arrow α in Q1, where ̺ : KQ→ P1 is the K-linear homomorphism defined
in Section 3. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that ImR ⊆ Kerd.
Lemma 9.2. The homomorphism R : P2 → P1 induces a projective cover Ω
2
Λ¯e
(Λ¯)
in mod Λ¯e. In particular, we have Ω3
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) = KerR.
Proof. This follows by the arguments in the proof of Lemma 7.2. 
By Propositions 3.1 and 9.1 the module P3 is of the form
P3 =
⊕
i∈Q0
P (i, i) =
⊕
i∈Q0
Λ¯ei ⊗ eiΛ¯.
For each vertex i ∈ Q0, we consider the element in P2
ψi =
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α))
)
f2(α) +
(
ei ⊗ et(f(α¯))
)
f2(α¯)− α
(
et(α) ⊗ ei
)
− α¯
(
et(α¯) ⊗ ei
)
.
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Moreover, for each vertex i ∈ ∂(Q, f) and the border loop α at i, we consider the
elements in P2
ψ
(1)
i = (bic
−1
α )(α ⊗ α+ ei ⊗ α
2),
ψ
(2)
i = (bic
−1
α )
2(α⊗ α2 + ei ⊗ α
3),
ψ
(3)
i = (bic
−1
α )
3(α⊗ α3).
Then, for each vertex i ∈ Q, we define the element ψ¯i in P2 as follows
ψ¯i = ψi if i /∈ ∂(Q, f),
ψ¯i = ψi + ψ
(1)
i + ψ
(2)
i + ψ
(3)
i if i ∈ ∂(Q, f).
We define the homomorphism S : P3 → P2 in mod Λ¯
e by
S(ei ⊗ ei) = ψ¯i
for any vertex i ∈ Q0. Then we have the following analogue of Lemma 7.3.
Proposition 9.3. The homomorphism S : P3 → P2 induces a projective cover of
Ω3
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) in mod Λ¯e. In particular, we have Ω4
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) = KerS.
Proof. We will prove in several steps that R(ψ¯i) = 0 for any vertex i ∈ Q0. Fix a
vertex i ∈ Q0. If i /∈ ∂(Q, f) then R(ψ¯i) = R(ψi) = 0 by the identities as in the
proof of Lemma 7.3. Assume that i ∈ ∂(Q, f), and let α ∈ Q1 be the border loop
at i. Then we have α = f(α), α¯ = g(α), α = f2(α) = gnα¯−1(α¯), f2(α¯) = gnα−1(α),
cα = cα¯, Bα = Bα¯. We abbreviate c = cα = cα¯ and b = bi. We have in P1 the
following equalities describing R(ψi)
R(ψi) = ̺(µ¯α)f
2(α) + ̺(µ¯α¯)f
2(α¯)− α̺
(
µ¯f(α)
)
− α¯̺
(
µ¯f(α¯)
)
= ̺(µ¯α)α+ ̺(µ¯α¯)f
2(α¯)− α̺(µα)− α¯̺
(
µ¯f(α¯)
)
=
(
̺(α2)− c̺(Aα¯)− b̺(Bα¯)
)
α+
(
̺
(
α¯f(α¯)
)
− c̺(Aα)
)
f2(α¯)
− α
(
̺(α2)− c̺(Aα¯)− b̺(Bα¯)
)
− α¯
(
̺
(
f(α¯)f2(α¯)
)
− c̺
(
Ag(α¯)
))
= ei ⊗ α
2 + α⊗ α+ ei ⊗ f(α¯)f
2(α¯) + α¯⊗ f2(α¯)
− α⊗ α− α2 ⊗ ei − α¯⊗ f
2(α¯)− α¯f(α¯)⊗ ei
− c̺(Aα¯)α− b̺(Bα¯)α− c̺(Aα)f
2(α¯)
+ cα̺
(
Aα¯
)
+ bα̺
(
Bα¯
)
+ cα¯̺
(
Ag(α¯)
)
= ei ⊗ cAα¯ + ei ⊗ bBα¯ + ei ⊗ cAg(α¯) − cAα¯ ⊗ ei − bBα¯ ⊗ ei − cAα ⊗ ei
− c̺(Aα¯)α− b̺(Bα¯)α− c̺(Aα)f
2(α¯)
+ cα̺
(
Aα¯
)
+ bα̺
(
Bα¯
)
+ cα¯̺
(
Ag(α¯)
)
= c
(
ei ⊗ Ag(α) + α̺
(
Ag(α)
)
− ̺(Aα)f
2(α¯)−Aα ⊗ ei
)
+ c
(
ei ⊗Ag(α¯) + α¯̺
(
Ag(α¯)
)
− ̺(Aα¯)α−Aα¯ ⊗ ei
)
+ b
(
ei ⊗Bα¯ −Bα¯ ⊗ ei + α̺(Bα¯)− ̺(Bα¯)α
)
= b
(
ei ⊗Bα¯ +Bα¯ ⊗ ei + α̺(Bα¯) + ̺(Bα¯)α
)
,
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since K has characteristic 2. We note that, if b = bi = 0, then then ψ¯i = ψi and
R(ψ¯i) = R(ψi) = 0. Hence we may assume that b 6= 0.
In order to calculate R(ψ
(1)
i ), R(ψ
(2)
i ), R(ψ
(3)
i ), we use the following identities
in P1
(1) α̺(Aα¯)α = Bα¯ ⊗ ei + α̺(Bα¯),
(2) ̺(Bα¯)α+ ̺(Aα¯)α
2 = Aα¯ ⊗ α,
which follow from the equalities α¯ = g(α) and gnα¯−1(α¯) = gnα(α) = α.
We have the following equalities in P1 describing R(ψ
(1)
i )
R
(
ψ
(1)
i
)
= bc−1
(
R(α⊗ α) +R(ei ⊗ α
2)
)
= bc−1
(
αR(ei ⊗ ei)α+R(ei ⊗ ei)α
2
)
= bc−1
(
α̺(µα)α + ̺(µα)α
2
)
= bc−1
(
α̺
(
α2 + cAα¯ + bBα¯
)
α+ ̺
(
α2 + cAα¯ + bBα¯
)
α2
)
= bc−1
(
α⊗ α2 + α2 ⊗ α+ cα̺(Aα¯)α + bα̺(Bα¯)α
+ ei ⊗ α
3 + α⊗ α2 + c̺(Aα¯)α
2 + b̺(Bα¯)α
2
)
= b
(
c−1(α2 ⊗ α) +Bα¯ ⊗ ei + α̺(Bα¯) + bc
−1α̺(Bα¯)α
+ ei ⊗Bα¯ + ̺(Aα¯)α
2 + bc−1̺(Bα¯)α
2
)
.
Then we obtain the equalities
R(ψi) +R
(
ψ
(1)
i
)
= b̺(Bα¯)α + bc
−1(α2 ⊗ α) + b2c−1α̺(Bα¯)α+ b̺(Aα¯)α
2
+ b2c−1̺(Bα¯)α
2
= b
(
̺(Bα¯)α+ ̺(Aα¯)α
2
)
+ bc−1
(
cAα¯ ⊗ α+ bBα¯ ⊗ α
)
+ b2c−1
(
α̺(Bα¯)α + ̺(Bα¯)α
2
)
= bAα¯ ⊗ α+ bAα¯ ⊗ α+ b
2c−1
(
Bα¯ ⊗ α+ α̺(Bα)α+ ̺(Bα¯)α
2
)
= b2c−1
(
Bα¯ ⊗ α+ α̺(Bα)α + ̺(Bα¯)α
2
)
= b2c−1
(
α̺(Aα¯)α
2 +Aα¯ ⊗ α
2 + ̺(Aα¯)α
3
)
= b2c−1
(
α̺(Aα¯)α
2 +Aα¯ ⊗ α
2 +A′′α¯α
3
)
,
where A′′α¯ is the subpath of Aα¯ such that A
′′
α¯g
nα¯−2(α¯) = Aα¯.
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We have the following expressions of R(ψ
(2)
i )
R
(
ψ
(2)
i
)
=
(
bc−1
)2(
R(ei ⊗ α
3) +R(α⊗ α2)
)
=
(
bc−1
)2(
̺(µα)α
3 + α̺(µα)α
2
)
=
(
bc−1
)2((
̺(α2) + c̺(Aα¯) + b̺(Bα¯)
)
α3 + α
(
̺(α2) + c̺(Aα¯) + b̺(Bα¯)
)
α2
)
=
(
bc−1
)2(
α⊗ α3 + c̺(Aα¯)α
3 + b̺(Bα¯)α
3 + α⊗ α3 + α2 ⊗ α2
+ cα̺(Aα¯)α
2 + bα̺(Bα¯)α
2
)
=
(
bc−1
)2(
α2 ⊗ α2 + c̺(Aα¯)α
3 + cα̺(Aα¯)α
2 + b̺(Bα¯)α
3 + bα̺(Bα¯)α
2
)
.
Moreover, we have α2⊗α2 = cAα¯⊗α
2+ bBα¯⊗α
2, and A′′α¯⊗α
3 = ̺(Aα¯)α
3. Then
we obtain the equalities
R(ψi) +R
(
ψ
(1)
i
)
+R
(
ψ
(2)
i
)
= b3c−2
(
̺(Bα¯)α
3 + α̺(Bα¯)α
2 +Bα¯ ⊗ α
2
)
= b3c−2
(
Aα¯ ⊗ α
3 + α̺(Aα¯)α
3 + αAα¯ ⊗ α
2 +Bα¯ ⊗ α
2
)
= b3c−2
(
Aα¯ ⊗ α
3 +Aα ⊗ α
3 +Bα ⊗ α
2 +Bα¯ ⊗ α
2
)
= b3c−2
(
Aα¯ ⊗ α
3 +Aα ⊗ α
3
)
,
because Bα = Bα¯. We have also the following equalities
R
(
ψ
(3)
i
)
=
(
bc−1
)3
R(α⊗ α3) =
(
bc−1
)3
α̺(µα)α
3
=
(
bc−1
)3(
α
(
̺(α2) + c̺(Aα¯) + b̺(Bα¯)
)
α3
)
=
(
bc−1
)3(
α2 ⊗ α3 + cAα ⊗ α
3 + bBα¯ ⊗ α
3
)
=
(
bc−1
)3(
cAα¯ ⊗ α
3 + bBα¯ ⊗ α
3 + cAα ⊗ α
3 + bBα ⊗ α
3
)
= b3c−2
(
Aα¯ ⊗ α
3 +Aα ⊗ α
3
)
.
Summing up, we obtain the required vanishing equality
R(ψ¯i) = R(ψi) +R
(
ψ
(1)
i
)
+R
(
ψ
(2)
i
)
+R
(
ψ
(3)
i
)
= 0.
Therefore we have ImS ⊆ KerR. Further, it follows from the definition that
the generators ψ¯i, i ∈ Q0, of the image of S are elements of radP2 which are
linearly independent in radP2/ rad
2 P2. Then we conclude from the form of P2
that these elements form a minimal set of generators of KerR = Ω3
Λ¯e
(Λ¯). Hence
S : P3 → Ω
3
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) is a projective cover of Ω3
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) in mod Λ¯e. 
Theorem 9.4. There is an isomorphism Ω4
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) ∼= Λ¯ in mod Λ¯e. In particular, Λ¯
is a periodic algebra of period 4.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 7.4, and use [33, part (3) on the
pages 119 and 120]. In particular, we fix some basis B =
⋃
i∈Q0
Bi of Λ¯ over K, the
socle elements ωi of eiΛ¯, and consider the symmetrizing form (−,−) : Λ¯ × Λ¯→ K
such that, for any two elements x ∈ Bi and y ∈ B, we have
(x, y) = the coefficient of ωi in xy,
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when xy is expressed as a linear combination of the elements of eiB = Bi over K.
Moreover, we consider the dual basis B∗ of B with respect to (−,−). Then, for
each vertex i ∈ Q0, we define the element of P3
ξi =
∑
b∈Bi
b⊗ b∗.
Then we conclude as in the proof of Theorem 7.4, that there is a monomorphism
in mod Λ¯e
θ : Λ¯→ P3
such that θ(ei) = ξi for any i ∈ Q0. It follows also from Theorem 2.4 and Propo-
sition 9.1 that Ω4
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) ∼= 1Λ¯σ in mod Λ¯
e for some K-algebra automorphism σ of Λ¯.
Hence, we conclude that dimK Λ¯ = dimK Ω
4
Λ¯e
(Λ¯). Moreover, by Proposition 9.3, we
have Ω4
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) = KerS. Therefore, in order to show that θ induces an isomorphism
θ : Λ¯ → Ω4
Λ¯e
(Λ¯) in mod Λ¯e, it remains to prove that S(ξt) = 0 for any t ∈ Q0.
Since K has characteristic 2, applying [33, part (3) on the pages 119 and 120], we
conclude that for any vertex i ∈ ∂(Q, f) and the border loop α at i, the following
equalities hold in P2 ∑
b∈Btei
b(α⊗ α+ ei ⊗ α
2)b∗ = 0,
∑
b∈Btei
b(α⊗ α2 + ei ⊗ α
3)b∗ = 0,
∑
b∈Btei
b(α⊗ α3)b∗ = 0,
because α4 = 0. Then, for any t ∈ Q0, we obtain the equalities
S(ξt) =
∑
b∈Bt
S(b⊗ b∗) =
∑
b∈Bt
∑
j∈Q0
S(bej ⊗ ejb
∗)
=
∑
b∈Bt
∑
j∈Q0
bS(ej ⊗ ej)b
∗ =
∑
b∈Bt
∑
j∈Q0
bψ¯jb
∗ = 0.
This completes the proof that Λ¯ is a periodic algebra of period 4. 
10. The representation type
In this section we discuss the representation type of weighted surface algebras
and their socle deformations. In particular, we complete the proofs of Theorems
1.1 and 1.4.
Let A = KQ/I be a string algebra. For a given arrow α ∈ Q1, we denote by
α−1 the formal inverse of α and set s(α−1) = t(α) and t(α−1) = s(α). By a walk in
(Q, I) we mean a sequence w = α1 . . . αn, where each αi is an arrow or the inverse
of an arrow in Q, satisfying the following conditions:
(i) t(αi) = s(αi+1) for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1};
(ii) αi+1 6= α
−1
i for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1};
(iii) w does not contain a subpath v such that v or v−1 belongs to I.
Moreover, w is said to be a bipartite walk if, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1}, exactly one
of αi and αi+1 is an arrow. A walk w = α1 . . . αn in (Q, I) with s(α1) = t(αn) is
called a closed walk. Following [77, 81], we say that a closed walk w in (Q, I) is a
primitive walk if the following conditions are satisfied:
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(i) wm is a walk in (Q, I) for any positive integer m;
(ii) w 6= vr for any closed walk v in (Q, I) and positive integer r.
It is known that a string algebra A = KQ/I is representation-infinite if and only
if (Q, I) admits a primitive walk (see [77, Theorem 1]). Moreover, if A = KQ/I
is a representation-infinite string algebra then the primitive walks in (Q, I) create
one-parameter families of stable tubes of rank 1 in the Auslander-Reiten quiver ΓA
(see [15, 81]).
We need the following combinatorial lemma.
Lemma 10.1. Let A = KQ/I be a string algebra with Q a 2-regular quiver. Then,
for any arrow α ∈ Q1, there is a bipartite primitive walk w(α) containing the arrow
α.
Proof. Since Q is a 2-regular quiver, we have two involutions ¯ : Q1 → Q1 and
∗ : Q1 → Q1 of the set Q1 of arrows of Q. The first involution assigns to each arrow
α ∈ Q1 the arrow α¯ with s(α) = s(α
∗) and α 6= α¯. The second involution assigns
to each arrow α ∈ Q1 the arrow α
∗ with t(α) = t(α∗) and α 6= α∗. Consider the
automorphisms h : Q1 → Q1 such that h(α) = α∗ for any arrow α ∈ Q1. Clearly,
h has finite order. In particular, for a given arrow α ∈ Q1, there exists a minimal
positive integer r such that hr(α) = α. Then the required bipartite primitive walk
w(α) is of the form
α(α∗)−1h(α)
(
h(α)∗
)−1
. . . hr−1(α)
(
hr−1(α)∗
)−1
.

Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver, m• : O(g) → N
∗ a weight function, and
c• : O(g)→ K
∗ a parameter function. We consider the bound quiver algebra
Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) = KQ/L(Q, f,m•, c•),
where L(Q, f,m•, c•) is the admissible ideal in the path algebra KQ of Q over K
generated by the elements αf(α) and Aα, for all arrows α ∈ Q1. Then Γ(Q, f,m•, c•)
is a string algebra, called the string algebra of the weighted triangulation al-
gebra Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). We note that it is the largest string quotient algebra of
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•), with respect to dimension. Observe also that Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) is
a quotient algebra of the special biserial degeneration algebra B(Q, f,m•, c•) of
Λ(Q, f,m•, c•). Moreover, if the border ∂(Q, f) of (Q, f) is not empty and b• :
∂(Q, f)→ K is a border function, then Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) is a quotient algebra of the
socle deformed weighted triangulation algebra Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•).
Proposition 10.2. Let (Q, f) be a triangulation quiver, m• : O(g)→ N
∗ a weight
function, and c• : O(g)→ K
∗ a parameter function. Then the following statements
hold:
(i) Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) is a representation-infinite tame algebra.
(ii) If there is an arrow α ∈ Q1 with nα ≥ 4 or mα ≥ 2, then Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) is of
non-polynomial growth.
Proof. We write Γ = Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) and L = L(Q, f,m•, c•).
(i) Since a string algebra is special biserial, it is tame, by Proposition 2.1. More-
over, since Q is a 2-regular quiver, it follows from Lemma 10.1 that there is a
(bipartite) primitive walk in (Q,L), and consequently Γ is representation-infinite.
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(ii) Assume that there is an arrow α ∈ Q1 such that nα ≥ 4 or mα ≥ 2. Recall
that we assumemαnα ≥ 3. Hence, if nα = 1, then mα ≥ 3. Moreover, f(α) = g(α),
mα = mg(α), nα = ng(α). Then u = g(α)g
2(α) . . . gnα−2(α) is a path of length ≥ 2
and is a proper subpath of Ag(α), and consequently u does not belong to L. Observe
also that g(α¯) = f(α¯) and mα¯nα¯ ≥ 3, again by our general assumption. Hence,
u¯ = g(α¯) . . . gnα¯−2(α¯) is a path of length ≥ 1 and is a proper subpath of Ag(α¯), and
then u¯ does not belong to L. Consider the following closed walk in (Q, f)
v = uf(α¯)−1u¯f(α)−1
and observe that it is a primitive walk. Applying Lemma 10.1, we may also consider
the bipartite primitive walk w = w(g(α)). We note that w is of the form w =
g(α) . . . f(α)−1. In particular, we conclude that, for any prime number q and
positive integers r1, s1, . . . , rt, st with
∑t
i=1(ri + si) = q, the closed walks in (Q,L)
of the form
vr11 w
s1
1 . . . v
rt
t w
st
t
are primitive walks. Then it follows by the arguments applied in the proof of [74,
Lemma 1] that the string algebra Γ is not of polynomial growth. 
Let Λ = Λ(S, ~T ,m•, c•) be a weighted surface algebra, and (Q, f) = (Q(S, ~T ), f)
its triangulation quiver. It follows from Proposition 5.8 that Λ is a tame algebra.
Further, the associated string algebra Γ = Γ(Q, f,m•, c•) is a quotient algebra of Λ
and is representation-infinite, by Proposition 10.2 (i). Hence, Λ is representation-
infinite. Applying Lemma 6.6, we conclude that Λ is a tetrahedral algebra if and
only if nα = 3 and mα = 1 for any arrow α ∈ Q1. Moreover, if this is the case, then
Λ is of polynomial growth if and only if Λ is a non-singular tetrahedral algebra, by
Propositions 6.3 and 6.4. Assume now that Λ is not a tetrahedral algebra. Then it
follows from Proposition 10.2 (ii) that the string quotient algebra Γ of Λ is not of
polynomial growth. Hence, Λ is of non-polynomial growth.
Let A be a basic, indecomposable, symmetric algebra which is socle equivalent to
Λ. We may assume that A is not isomorphic to Λ. Then it follows from Propositions
8.2 and 8.3 that the border ∂(Q, f) of (Q, f) is not empty, K has characteristic 2,
and A is isomorphic to an algebra Λ¯ = Λ(Q, f,m•, c•, b•), for some border function
b• of (Q, f). In particular, we know that Λ is not a tetrahedral algebra. Then the
string algebra Γ of Λ is an algebra of non-polynomial growth and a quotient algebra
of Λ¯. Therefore, A is a tame algebra of non-polynomial growth.
We mention that in the special case when Λ is the Jacobian algebra of an ori-
entable surface with empty boundary and non-empty collection of punctures, differ-
ent from a sphere with at most four punctures, the fact that Λ is of non-polynomial
growth was proved in [80, Theorem].
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